
Web Development using PHP 

UNIT-1 

Introduction to PHP: 

What is PHP? 

PHP is an open-source, interpreted, and object-oriented scripting language 
that can be executed at the server-side. PHP is well suited for web 
development. Therefore, it is used to develop web applications (an application 
that executes on the server and generates the dynamic page.). 

PHP was created by Rasmus Lerdorf in 1994 but appeared in the market in 
1995. PHP 7.4.0 is the latest version of PHP, which was released on 28 
November. Some important points need to be noticed about PHP are as 
followed: 

o PHP stands for Hypertext Preprocessor. 

o PHP is an interpreted language, i.e., there is no need for compilation. 

o PHP is faster than other scripting languages, for example, ASP and JSP. 

o PHP is a server-side scripting language, which is used to manage the 
dynamic content of the website. 

o PHP can be embedded into HTML. 

o PHP is an object-oriented language. 

o PHP is an open-source scripting language. 

o PHP is simple and easy to learn language. 

Why use PHP 

PHP is a server-side scripting language, which is used to design the dynamic 
web applications with MySQL database. 

o It handles dynamic content, database as well as session tracking for the 
website. 

o You can create sessions in PHP. 

o It can access cookies variable and also set cookies. 

o It helps to encrypt the data and apply validation. 



o PHP supports several protocols such as HTTP, POP3, SNMP, LDAP, 
IMAP, and many more. 

o Using PHP language, you can control the user to access some pages of 
your website. 

o As PHP is easy to install and set up, this is the main reason why PHP is 
the best language to learn. 

o PHP can handle the forms, such as - collect the data from users using 
forms, save it into the database, and return useful information to the 
user. For example - Registration form. 

History and Versions of PHP 

PHP development began in 1994 when Rasmus Lerdorf wrote 
several Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs in C, which he used to 
maintain his personal homepage. He extended them to work with web 
forms and to communicate with databases, and called this implementation 
"Personal Home Page/Forms Interpreter" or PHP/FI. 

PHP/FI could be used to build simple, dynamic web applications. To 
accelerate bug reporting and improve the code, Lerdorf initially announced 
the release of PHP/FI as "Personal Home Page Tools (PHP Tools) version 1.0". 
This release already had the basic functionality that PHP has today. This 
included Perl-like variables, form handling, and the ability to embed HTML. 

PHP 3 and 4: 

Zeev Suraski and Andi Gutmans rewrote the parser in 1997 and formed the 
base of PHP 3, changing the language's name to the recursive acronym PHP: 
Hypertext Preprocessor.  Afterwards, public testing of PHP 3 began, and the 
official launch came in June 1998. Suraski and Gutmans then started a 
new rewrite of PHP's core, producing the Zend Engine in 1999.  They also 
founded Zend Technologies in Ramat Gan, Israel.  

On May 22, 2000, PHP 4, powered by the Zend Engine 1.0, was released.  As of 
August 2008 this branch reached version 4.4.9. PHP 4 is no longer under 
development nor will any security updates be released.  

PHP 5: 

On July 14, 2004, PHP 5 was released, powered by the new Zend Engine II. 

PHP 5 included new features such as improved support for object-oriented 

programming, the PHP Data Objects (PDO) extension (which defines a 
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lightweight and consistent interface for accessing databases), and numerous 

performance enhancements. In 2008, PHP 5 became the only stable version 

under development. Late static binding had been missing from PHP and was 

added in version 5.3. 

Over time, PHP interpreters became available on most existing 32-bit and 64-

bit operating systems, either by building them from the PHP source code, or 

by using pre-built binaries. For PHP versions 5.3 and 5.4, the only 

available Microsoft Windows binary distributions were 32-bit IA-32 builds, 

requiring Windows 32-bit compatibility mode while using Internet 

Information Services (IIS) on a 64-bit Windows platform. PHP version 5.5 

made the 64-bit x86-64 builds available for Microsoft Windows. Official 

security support for PHP 5.6 ended on 31 December 2018 

PHP 6 and Unicode: 

PHP received mixed reviews due to lacking native Unicode support at the core 
language level. In 2005, a project headed by Andrei Zmievski was initiated to 
bring native Unicode support throughout PHP, by embedding 
the International Components for Unicode (ICU) library, and representing text 
strings as UTF-16 internally. Since this would cause major changes both to the 
internals of the language and to user code, it was planned to release this as 
version 6.0 of the language, along with other major features then in 
development.  

However, a shortage of developers who understood the necessary changes, 
and performance problems arising from conversion to and from UTF-16, 
which is rarely used in a web context, led to delays in the project. As a result, 
none of them had been adopted. 

PHP 7: 

During 2014 and 2015, a new major PHP version was developed, which was 
numbered PHP 7. The numbering of this version involved some debate. While 
the PHP 6 Unicode experiment had never been released, several articles and 
book titles referenced the PHP 6 name, which might have caused confusion if a 
new release were to reuse the name. After a vote, the name PHP 7 was chosen.  

The foundation of PHP 7 is a PHP branch that was originally dubbed PHP next 
generation (phpng). It was authored by Dmitry Stogov, Xinchen Hui and Nikita 
Popov, and aimed to optimize PHP performance by refactoring the Zend 
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Engine while retaining near-complete language compatibility. Because of the 
significant changes, the reworked Zend Engine is called Zend Engine 3, 
succeeding Zend Engine 2 used in PHP 5. 

Because of major internal changes in phpng it must receive a new major 
version number of PHP, rather than a minor PHP 5 release, according to PHP's 
release process. It involved the following changes: 

 Many fatal- or recoverable-level legacy PHP error mechanisms were 
replaced with modern object-oriented exceptions 

 The syntax for variable dereferencing was reworked to be internally more 

consistent and complete, allowing the use of the operators -> , [] , () , {} , 

and :: , with arbitrary meaningful left-side expressions 

 Support for legacy PHP 4-style constructor methods was deprecated 

 The behavior of the foreach  statement was changed to be more 

predictable 

 Constructors for the few classes built-in to PHP which returned null upon 
failure were changed to throw an exception instead, for consistency 

 Several unmaintained or deprecated server application programming 
interfaces (SAPIs) and extensions were removed from the PHP core, most 

notably the legacy mysql  extension 

 The behavior of the list()  operator was changed to remove support for 

strings 

 Support was removed for legacy ASP-style 

delimiters <%  and %>  and <script language="php"> ... </script>  

 An oversight allowing a switch statement to have multiple default  clauses 

was fixed 

 Support for hexadecimal number support in some implicit conversions 
from strings to number types was removed 

 The left-shift and right-shift operators were changed to behave more 
consistently across platforms 

 Conversions between integers and floating point numbers were tightened 
and implemented more consistently across platforms 
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Ver

sion 

Rele

ase 

date 

Supp

orted 

until[

15] 

Notes 

1.0 

8 

June 

1995  

Officially called "Personal Home Page Tools (PHP Tools)". This is the first use 

of the name "PHP".[7] 

2.0 

1 

Nove

mber 

1997  

Officially called "PHP/FI 2.0". This is the first release that could actually be 

characterized as PHP, being a standalone language with many features. 

3.0 

6 

June 

1998 

20 

Octob

er 

2000 

Development moves from one person to multiple developers. Zeev Suraski 

and Andi Gutmans rewrite the base for this version. 

4.0 

22 

May 

2000 

23 

June 

2001 

Added more advanced two-stages parse/execute tag-parsing system called 

the Zend engine. 

4.1 

10 

Dece

mber 

2001 

12 

Marc

h 

2002 

Introduced "superglobals" ( $_GET , $_POST , $_SESSION , etc.)  

4.2 

22 

April 

2002 

6 

Septe

mber 

2002 

Disabled register_globals  by default. Data received over the network is not 

inserted directly into the global namespace anymore, closing possible 

security holes in applications.  

4.3 27 

Dece

31 

Marc
Introduced the command-line interface (CLI), to supplement the CGI.  
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mber 

2002 

h 

2005 

4.4 

11 

July 

2005 

7 

Augus

t 

2008 

Fixed a memory corruption bug, which required breaking binary 

compatibility with extensions compiled against PHP version 4.3.x.  

5.0 

13 

July 

2004 

5 

Septe

mber 

2005 

Zend Engine II with a new object model.  

5.1 

24 

Nove

mber 

2005 

24 

Augus

t 

2006 

Added PHP Data Objects (PDO) as a consistent interface for accessing 

databases.  

5.2 

2 

Nove

mber 

2006 

6 

Janua

ry 

2011 

Enabled the filter extension by default. Native JSON support.  

5.3 

30 

June 

2009 

14 

Augus

t 

2014 

Namespace support; late static bindings, jump label (limited goto), closures, 

PHP archives (phar), garbage collection for circular references, 

improved Windows support, sqlite3, mysqlnd as a replacement for libmysql 

as underlying library for the extensions that work with MySQL, fileinfo as a 

replacement for mime_magic for better MIME support, the 

Internationalization extension, and deprecation of ereg extension. 

5.4 

1 

Marc

h 

2012 

3 

Septe

mber 

2015 

Trait support, short array syntax support. Removed 

items: register_globals , safe_mode , allow_call_time_pass_reference , sessio

n_register() , session_unregister()  and session_is_registered() . Built-in web 

server. Several improvements to existing features, performance and reduced 

memory requirements. 
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5.5 

20 

June 

2013 

10 

July 

2016 

Support for generators, finally  blocks for exceptions handling, OpCache 

(based on Zend Optimizer+) bundled in official distribution.  

5.6 

28 

Augu

st 

2014 

31 

Dece

mber 

2018 

Constant scalar expressions, variadic functions, argument unpacking, new 

exponentiation operator, extensions of the use  statement for functions and 

constants, new phpdbg  debugger as a SAPI module, and other smaller 

improvements.  

6.x 

Not 

relea

sed 

N/A Abandoned version of PHP that planned to include native Unicode support.  

7.0 

3 

Dece

mber 

2015 

3 

Dece

mber 

2018 

Zend Engine 3 (performance improvements and 64-bit integer support on 

Windows), uniform variable syntax, AST-based compilation 

process, added Closure::call() , bitwise shift consistency across 

platforms, ??  (null coalesce) operator, Unicode code point escape 

syntax, return type declarations, scalar type (integer, float, string and 

boolean) declarations, <=>  "spaceship" three-way 

comparison operator, generator delegation, anonymous classes, and other 

improvements. 

7.1 

1 

Dece

mber 

2016 

1 

Dece

mber 

2019 

void return type, class constant visibility modifiers 

7.2 

30 

Nove

mber 

2017 

30 

Nove

mber 

2020 

Object parameter and return type hint, Libsodium extension, Abstract 

method overriding, Parameter type widening 

7.3 
6 

Dece

mber 

6 

Dece

mber 

Flexible Heredoc and Nowdoc syntax, support for reference assignment and 

array deconstruction with list(), PCRE2 support, hrtime() function 
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2018 2021 

7.4 

28 

Nove

mber 

2019 

28 

Nove

mber 

2022 

Typed Properties 2.0, Preloading, Null Coalescing Assignment 

Operator, Improve openssl_random_pseudo_bytes, Weak References, FFI – 

Foreign Function Interface 

Always available hash extension, Password Hash Registry, Split multibyte 
string, Reflection for references, Unbundle ext/wddx, New custom object 
serialization mechanism 

8.0 

Q4 

2020 

or Q1 

2021 

Q4 

2023 

or Q1 

2024 

Just In Time compilation (JIT), arrays starting with a negative 

index, consistent type errors for internal functions, fatal error for 

incompatible method signatures for future implementation. 

PHP Features 

PHP is very popular language because of its simplicity and open source. There 
are some important features of PHP given below: 
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Performance: 

PHP script is executed much faster than those scripts which are written in 
other languages such as JSP and ASP. PHP uses its own memory, so the server 
workload and loading time is automatically reduced, which results in faster 
processing speed and better performance. 

Open Source: 

PHP source code and software are freely available on the web. You can 
develop all the versions of PHP according to your requirement without paying 
any cost. All its components are free to download and use. 

Familiarity with syntax: 

PHP has easily understandable syntax. Programmers are comfortable coding 
with it. 

Embedded: 

PHP code can be easily embedded within HTML tags and script. 

Platform Independent: 

PHP is available for WINDOWS, MAC, LINUX & UNIX operating system. A PHP 
application developed in one OS can be easily executed in other OS also. 

Database Support: 

PHP supports all the leading databases such as MySQL, SQLite, ODBC, etc. 

Error Reporting - 

PHP has predefined error reporting constants to generate an error notice or 
warning at runtime. E.g., E_ERROR, E_WARNING, E_STRICT, E_PARSE. 

Loosely Typed Language: 

PHP allows us to use a variable without declaring its datatype. It will be taken 
automatically at the time of execution based on the type of data it contains on 
its value. 



Web servers Support: 

PHP is compatible with almost all local servers used today like Apache, 
Netscape, Microsoft IIS, etc. 

Security: 

PHP is a secure language to develop the website. It consists of multiple layers 
of security to prevent threads and malicious attacks. 

Control: 

Different programming languages require long script or code, whereas PHP 
can do the same work in a few lines of code. It has maximum control over the 
websites like you can make changes easily whenever you want. 

A Helpful PHP Community: 

It has a large community of developers who regularly updates documentation, 
tutorials, online help, and FAQs. Learning PHP from the communities is one of 
the significant benefits. 

Advantages of PHP 

1. Open Source: 

PHP is open-source and free of cost, which helps developers to install it 
quickly and readily available for use. There are a lot of PHP frameworks and 
developer can choose any of the frameworks to work. 

2. Platform Independent: 

PHP is mainly supported by all the operating systems like Windows, Unix, 
Linux etc. The PHP based developed web applications can be easily run on any 
platform. It can be integrated with other programming language and database 
easily and there is no requirement of re-development. It helps in saving a lot 
of effort and cost. 

3. Simple and Easy: 
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This advantage of PHP is simple and easy to learn and code. It is mainly 
organized code and clean, which helps the new developers also. The command 
functions of PHP can easily learn and understood. The one who knows any 
programming language can easily work on PHP. It is simple to learn. The 
syntax is simple and flexible to use. 

4. Database: 

PHP is easily connected with the database and make the connection securely 
with databases. It has a built-in module that is used to connect to the database 
easily. There are many web applications, which require strong programming 
language with a good database management system. PHP and its database 
connection solve the purpose for development of web applications. It reduces 
the time to connect to a database management system as well. Multiple 
databases can be integrated with PHP. 

5. Fast: 

PHP is known as the fastest Programming language as compared to another. 
PHP applications can be easily loaded over the slow Internet and data speed. 
Other applications take a lot of time to connect the database and fetch the data 
after executing certain queries to the database. PHP does not face this 
problem and it loads the website very easily and fast. The fast speed of PHP 
provides the developer with an edge to develop the web applications in PHP 
programming language. 

6. Maintenance: 

PHP framework is mainly used to make the web application development 
easier and maintain the code automatically. The model view controller 
architecture in PHP framework helps the code to be easily maintained and 
used. The MVC architecture helps the separation of a file for different module 
separately. 

7. Support: 

This advantage of PHP has great online support and community, which helps 
the new developers to help in writing the code and developing the web 
applications. The latest updates are released timely by the PHP to make it 
better for the developer to develop the web-based applications. 
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8. Testing: 

PHP based web applications can be easily tested. PHP unit uses to perform the 
unit testing quickly and easily. It also helps the programmers to write test 
cases and perform the testing smoothly. For PHP based web applications, the 
developers do not need to write the additional code. PHP frameworks help in 
automating the different tasks. 

9. Security: 

PHP frameworks built-in feature and tools make it easier to protect the web 
applications from the outer attacks and security threats. The security threats 
can be like SQL injection, data tampering, and forgery etc. To protect from 
these security threats, developers used PHP frameworks for developing web 
applications. 

10. Stable: 

PHP is also stable as compared to other programming languages. It has been 
in existence for a long time. The developers have worked on PHP to make it 
easy for the programmers to work on developing the PHP web-based 
applications. They have fixed the issues and bugs over the period of time for 
the different version of PHP and make it very stable. 

Install PHP 

To install PHP, we will suggest you to install AMP (Apache, MySQL, PHP) 
software stack. It is available for all operating systems. There are many AMP 
options available in the markets that are given below: 

o WAMP for Windows 

o LAMP for Linux 

o MAMP for Mac 

o SAMP for Solaris 

o FAMP for FreeBSD 

o XAMPP (Cross, Apache, MySQL, PHP, Perl) for Cross Platform: It 
includes some other components too such as FileZilla, OpenSSL, 
Webalizer, Mercury Mail, etc. 
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Download and Install XAMPP Server 

How to install XAMPP server on windows 

Step 1: Click on the above link provided to download the XAMPP 
server according to your window requirement. 

 

Step 2: After downloading XAMPP, double click on the downloaded file and 
allow XAMPP to make changes in your system. A window will pop-up, where 
you have to click on the Next button. 

 

Step 3: Here, select the components, which you want to install and click Next. 



 

Step 4: Choose a folder where you want to install the XAMPP in your system 
and click Next. 

 

Step 5: Click Next and move ahead. 



 

Step 6: XAMPP is ready to install, so click on the Next button and install the 
XAMPP. 

 

Step 7: A finish window will display after successful installation. Click on 
the Finish button. 

 



Step 8: Choose your preferred language. 

 

Step 9: XAMPP is ready to use. Start the Apache server and MySQL and run 
the php program on the localhost. 

 

Step 10: If no error is shown, then XAMPP is running successfully. 

PHP Syntax 

Generally, a PHP file contains HTML tags and some PHP scripting code. It is 
very easy to create a simple PHP example. To do so, create a file and write 
HTML tags + PHP code and save this file with .php extension. 

All PHP code goes between the php tag. It starts with <?php and ends with ?>. 
The syntax of PHP tag is given below: 

1. <?php    

2. //your code here   

3. ?>   

 



How to run PHP programs in XAMPP 

How to run PHP programs in XAMPP PHP is a popular backend programming 
language. PHP programs can be written on any editor, such as - Notepad, 
Notepad++, Dreamweaver, etc. These programs save with .php extension, i.e., 
filename.php inside the htdocs folder. 

For example - p1.php. 

As I'm using window, and my XAMPP server is installed in D drive. So, the path 
for the htdocs directory will be "D:\xampp\htdocs". 

PHP program runs on a web browser such as - Chrome, Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, etc. Below some steps are given to run the PHP programs. 

Step 1: Create a simple PHP program like hello world. 

1. <?php       

2.     echo "Hello World!";   

3. ?>   

Step 2: Save the file with hello.php name in the htdocs folder, which resides 
inside the xampp folder. 

Step 3: Run the XAMPP server and start the Apache and MySQL. 

Step 4: Now, open the web browser and type 
localhost http://localhost/hello.php on your browser window. 

Step 5: The output for the above hello.php program will be shown as the 
screenshot below: 

 

 



PHP Data Types 

PHP data types are used to hold different types of data or values. PHP 
supports 8 primitive data types that can be categorized further in 3 types: 

1. Scalar Types (predefined) 

2. Compound Types (user-defined) 

3. Special Types 

PHP Data Types: Scalar Types 

It holds only single value. There are 4 scalar data types in PHP. 

1. boolean 

2. integer 

3. float 

4. string 

PHP Data Types: Compound Types 

It can hold multiple values. There are 2 compound data types in PHP. 

1. array 

2. object 

PHP Data Types: Special Types 

There are 2 special data types in PHP. 

1. resource 

2. NULL 

PHP Boolean 

Booleans are the simplest data type works like switch. It holds only two 
values: TRUE (1) or FALSE (0). It is often used with conditional statements. If 
the condition is correct, it returns TRUE otherwise FALSE. 
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Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     if (TRUE)   

3.         echo "This condition is TRUE.";   

4.     if (FALSE)   

5.         echo "This condition is FALSE.";   

6. ?>   

Output: 

This condition is TRUE. 

PHP Integer 

Integer means numeric data with a negative or positive sign. It holds only 
whole numbers, i.e., numbers without fractional part or decimal points. 

Rules for integer: 

o An integer can be either positive or negative. 

o An integer must not contain decimal point. 

o Integer can be decimal (base 10), octal (base 8), or hexadecimal (base 
16). 

o The range of an integer must be lie between 2,147,483,648 and 
2,147,483,647 i.e., -2^31 to 2^31. 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     $dec1 = 34;   

3.     $oct1 = 0243;   

4.     $hexa1 = 0x45;   

5.     echo "Decimal number: " .$dec1. "</br>";   

6.     echo "Octal number: " .$oct1. "</br>";   

7.     echo "HexaDecimal number: " .$hexa1. "</br>";   

8. ?>   

Output: 

Decimal number: 34 
Octal number: 163 



HexaDecimal number: 69 

PHP Float 

A floating-point number is a number with a decimal point. Unlike integer, it 
can hold numbers with a fractional or decimal point, including a negative or 
positive sign. 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     $n1 = 19.34;   

3.     $n2 = 54.472;   

4.     $sum = $n1 + $n2;   

5.     echo "Addition of floating numbers: " .$sum;   

6. ?>   

Output: 

Addition of floating numbers: 73.812 

PHP String 

A string is a non-numeric data type. It holds letters or any alphabets, numbers, 
and even special characters. 

String values must be enclosed either within single quotes or in double 
quotes. But both are treated differently. To clarify this, see the example 
below: 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     $company = "Javatpoint";   

3.     //both single and double quote statements will treat different   

4.     echo "Hello $company";   

5.     echo "</br>";   

6.     echo 'Hello $company';   

7. ?>   

Output: 



Hello Javatpoint 
Hello $company 

PHP Array 

An array is a compound data type. It can store multiple values of same data 
type in a single variable. 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     $bikes = array ("Royal Enfield", "Yamaha", "KTM");   

3.     var_dump($bikes);   //the var_dump() function returns the datatype and values   

4.     echo "</br>";   

5.     echo "Array Element1: $bikes[0] </br>";   

6.     echo "Array Element2: $bikes[1] </br>";   

7.     echo "Array Element3: $bikes[2] </br>";   

8. ?>   

Output: 

array(3) { [0]=> string(13) "Royal Enfield" [1]=> string(6) "Yamaha" [2]=> string(3) "KTM" 
} 
Array Element1: Royal Enfield 
Array Element2: Yamaha 
Array Element3: KTM 

PHP object 

Objects are the instances of user-defined classes that can store both values 
and functions. They must be explicitly declared. 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.      class bike {   

3.           function model() {   

4.                $model_name = "Royal Enfield";   

5.                echo "Bike Model: " .$model_name;   

6.              }   

7.      }   

8.      $obj = new bike();   



9.      $obj -> model();   

10. ?>   

Output: 

Bike Model: Royal Enfield 

PHP Resource 

Resources are not the exact data type in PHP. Basically, these are used to store 
some function calls or references to external PHP resources. For example - a 
database call. It is an external resource. 

PHP Null 

Null is a special data type that has only one value: NULL. There is a convention 
of writing it in capital letters as it is case sensitive. 

The special type of data type NULL defined a variable with no value. 

Example: 

1. <?php    

2.     $nl = NULL;   

3.     echo $nl;   //it will not give any output   

4. ?>   

PHP Comments 

PHP comments can be used to describe any line of code so that other 
developer can understand the code easily. It can also be used to hide any code. 

PHP supports single line and multi line comments. These comments are 
similar to C/C++ and Perl style (Unix shell style) comments. 

 

PHP Single Line Comments 

There are two ways to use single line comments in PHP. 

o // (C++ style single line comment) 



o # (Unix Shell style single line comment) 

1. <?php   

2. // this is C++ style single line comment   

3. # this is Unix Shell style single line comment   

4. echo "Welcome to PHP single line comments";   

5. ?>   

Output: 

Welcome to PHP single line comments 

PHP Multi Line Comments 

In PHP, we can comments multiple lines also. To do so, we need to enclose all 
lines within /* */. Let's see a simple example of PHP multiple line comment. 

1. <?php   

2. /*  

3. Anything placed  

4. within comment  

5. will not be displayed  

6. on the browser;  

7. */   

8. echo "Welcome to PHP multi line comment";   

9. ?>   

Output: 

Welcome to PHP multi line comment 

PHP Variables 

In PHP, a variable is declared using a $ sign followed by the variable name. 
Here, some important points to know about variables: 

o As PHP is a loosely typed language, so we do not need to declare the 
data types of the variables. It automatically analyzes the values and 
makes conversions to its correct datatype. 

o After declaring a variable, it can be reused throughout the code. 

o Assignment Operator (=) is used to assign the value to a variable. 



Syntax of declaring a variable in PHP is given below: 

$variablename=value;   

Rules for declaring PHP variable: 

o A variable must start with a dollar ($) sign, followed by the variable 
name. 

o It can only contain alpha-numeric character and underscore (A-z, 0-9, _). 

o A variable name must start with a letter or underscore (_) character. 

o A PHP variable name cannot contain spaces. 

o One thing to be kept in mind that the variable name cannot start with a 
number or special symbols. 

o PHP variables are case-sensitive, so $name and $NAME both are treated 
as different variable. 

PHP Variable: Declaring string, integer, and float 

Let's see the example to store string, integer, and float values in PHP variables. 

File: variable1.php 

1. <?php   

2. $str="hello string";   

3. $x=200;   

4. $y=44.6;   

5. echo "string is: $str <br/>";   

6. echo "integer is: $x <br/>";   

7. echo "float is: $y <br/>";   

8. ?>   

Output: 
string is: hello string 
integer is: 200 
float is: 44.6  

PHP Variable: Sum of two variables 

File: variable2.php 

1. <?php   



2. $x=5;   

3. $y=6;   

4. $z=$x+$y;   

5. echo $z;   

6. ?>   

Output: 

11 

PHP Variable: case sensitive 

In PHP, variable names are case sensitive. So variable name "color" is different 
from Color, COLOR, COLor etc. 

File: variable3.php 

1. <?php   

2. $color="red";   

3. echo "My car is " . $color . "<br>";   

4. echo "My house is " . $COLOR . "<br>";   

5. echo "My boat is " . $coLOR . "<br>";   

6. ?>   

Output: 

My car is red 
Notice: Undefined variable: COLOR in C:\wamp\www\variable.php on line 4 
My house is  
Notice: Undefined variable: coLOR in C:\wamp\www\variable.php on line 5 
My boat is  

PHP Variable: Rules 

 PHP variables must start with letter or underscore only. 
 PHP variable can't be start with numbers and special symbols. 

File: variablevalid.php 

1. <?php   

2. $a="hello";//letter (valid)   

3. $_b="hello";//underscore (valid)   



4.    

5. echo "$a <br/> $_b";   

6. ?>   

Output: 

hello  
hello 

File: variableinvalid.php 

1. <?php   

2. $4c="hello";//number (invalid)   

3. $*d="hello";//special symbol (invalid)   

4.    

5. echo "$4c <br/> $*d";   

6. ?>   

Output: 

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected '4' (T_LNUMBER), expecting variable (T_VARIABLE) 
 or '$' in C:\wamp\www\variableinvalid.php on line 2 

PHP: Loosely typed language 

PHP is a loosely typed language, it means PHP automatically converts the 
variable to its correct data type. 

PHP Variable Scope 

The scope of a variable is defined as its range in the program under which it 
can be accessed. In other words, "The scope of a variable is the portion of the 
program within which it is defined and can be accessed." 

PHP has three types of variable scopes: 

1. Local variable 

2. Global variable 

3. Static variable 

 



Local variable 

The variables that are declared within a function are called local variables for 
that function. These local variables have their scope only in that particular 
function in which they are declared. This means that these variables cannot be 
accessed outside the function, as they have local scope. 

File: local_variable1.php 

1. <?php   

2.     function local_var()   

3.     {   

4.         $num = 45;  //local variable   

5.         echo "Local variable declared inside the function is: ". $num;   

6.     }   

7.     local_var();   

8. ?>   

Output: 

Local variable declared inside the function is: 45 

File: local_variable2.php 

1. <?php   

2.     function mytest()   

3.     {   

4.         $lang = "PHP";   

5.         echo "Web development language: " .$lang;   

6.     }   

7.     mytest();   

8.     //using $lang (local variable) outside the function will generate an error   

9.     echo $lang;   

10. ?>   

Output: 

Web development language: PHP 
Notice: Undefined variable: lang in D:\xampp\htdocs\program\p3.php on line 28 

 

 



Global variable 

The global variables are the variables that are declared outside the function. 
These variables can be accessed anywhere in the program. To access the 
global variable within a function, use the GLOBAL keyword before the 
variable. However, these variables can be directly accessed or used outside 
the function without any keyword. Therefore there is no need to use any 
keyword to access a global variable outside the function. 

Let's understand the global variables with the help of an example: 

Example: 
File: global_variable1.php 

1. <?php   

2.     $name = "Sanaya Sharma";        //Global Variable   

3.     function global_var()   

4.     {   

5.         global $name;   

6.         echo "Variable inside the function: ". $name;   

7.         echo "</br>";   

8.     }   

9.     global_var();   

10.     echo "Variable outside the function: ". $name;   

11. ?>   

Output: 

Variable inside the function: Sanaya Sharma 

Variable outside the function: Sanaya Sharma 

Note: Without using the global keyword, if you try to access a global variable 

inside the function, it will generate an error that the variable is undefined. 

Example: 
File: global_variable2.php 

1. <?php   

2.     $name = "Sanaya Sharma";        //global variable   

3.     function global_var()   



4.     {   

5.         echo "Variable inside the function: ". $name;   

6.         echo "</br>";   

7.     }   

8.     global_var();   

9. ?>   

Output: 

Notice: Undefined variable: name in D:\xampp\htdocs\program\p3.php on line 6 
Variable inside the function: 

Using $GLOBALS instead of global 

Another way to use the global variable inside the function is predefined 
$GLOBALS array. 

Example: 

File: global_variable3.php 

1. <?php   

2.     $num1 = 5;      //global variable   

3.     $num2 = 13;     //global variable   

4.     function global_var()   

5.     {   

6.             $sum = $GLOBALS['num1'] + $GLOBALS['num2'];   

7.             echo "Sum of global variables is: " .$sum;   

8.     }   

9.     global_var();   

10. ?>   

Output: 

Sum of global variables is: 18 

If two variables, local and global, have the same name, then the local variable 
has higher priority than the global variable inside the function. 

Example: 

File: global_variable2.php 



1. <?php   

2.     $x = 5;   

3.     function mytest()   

4.     {   

5.         $x = 7;   

6.         echo "value of x: " .$x;   

7.     }   

8.     mytest();   

9. ?>   

Output: 

Value of x: 7 

Note: local variable has higher priority than the global variable. 

Static variable 

It is a feature of PHP to delete the variable, once it completes its execution and 
memory is freed. Sometimes we need to store a variable even after completion 
of function execution. Therefore, another important feature of variable 
scoping is static variable. We use the static keyword before the variable to 
define a variable, and this variable is called as static variable. 

Static variables exist only in a local function, but it does not free its memory 
after the program execution leaves the scope. Understand it with the help of 
an example: 

Example: 
File: static_variable.php 

1. <?php   

2.     function static_var()   

3.     {   

4.         static $num1 = 3;       //static variable   

5.         $num2 = 6;          //Non-static variable   

6.         //increment in non-static variable   

7.         $num1++;   

8.         //increment in static variable   

9.         $num2++;   



10.         echo "Static: " .$num1 ."</br>";   

11.         echo "Non-static: " .$num2 ."</br>";   

12.     }   

13.        

14. //first function call   

15.     static_var();   

16.    

17.     //second function call   

18.     static_var();   

19. ?>   

Output: 

Static: 4 
Non-static: 7 
Static: 5 
Non-static: 7 

PHP $ and $$ Variables 

The $var (single dollar) is a normal variable with the name var that stores any 
value like string, integer, float, etc. 

The $$var (double dollar) is a reference variable that stores the value of the 

$variable inside it. 

To understand the difference better, let's see some examples. 

Example 1 
1. <?php   

2. $x = "abc";   

3. $$x = 200;   

4. echo $x."<br/>";   

5. echo $$x."<br/>";   

6. echo $abc;   

7. ?>   

Output: 



 

Example2 
1. <?php   

2. $name="Cat";   

3. ${$name}="Dog";   

4. ${${$name}}="Monkey";   

5. echo $name. "<br>";   

6. echo ${$name}. "<br>";   

7. echo $Cat. "<br>";   

8. echo ${${$name}}. "<br>";   

9. echo $Dog. "<br>";   

10. ?>   

Output: 

 

PHP Constants 

PHP constants are name or identifier that can't be changed during the 
execution of the script. PHP constants can be defined by 2 ways: 

1. Using define() function 

2. Using const keyword 

Constants are similar to the variable except once they defined, they can never 
be undefined or changed. They remain constant across the entire program. 
PHP constants follow the same PHP variable rules. For example, it can be 
started with a letter or underscore only. 



PHP constants should be defined in uppercase letters. 

Note: Unlike variables, constants are automatically global throughout the script. 

PHP constant: define() 

Use the define() function to create a constant. It defines constant at run time. 
Let's see the syntax of define() function in PHP. 

define(name, value, case-insensitive)   

1. name: It specifies the constant name. 

2. value: It specifies the constant value. 

3. case-insensitive: Specifies whether a constant is case-insensitive. 
Default value is false. It means it is case sensitive by default. 

Let's see the example to define PHP constant using define(). 

File: constant1.php 

1. <?php   

2. define("MESSAGE","Hello PHP");   

3. echo MESSAGE;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello PHP 

Create a constant with case-insensitive name: 

File: constant2.php 

1. <?php     

2. define("MESSAGE","Hello PHP",true);//not case sensitive     

3. echo MESSAGE, "</br>";     

4. echo message;     

5. ?>     

Output: 



Hello PHP 
Hello PHP 

File: constant3.php 

1. <?php   

2. define("MESSAGE","Hello PHP",false);//case sensitive   

3. echo MESSAGE;   

4. echo message;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

Hello PHP 
Notice: Use of undefined constant message - assumed 'message'  
in C:\wamp\www\vconstant3.php on line 4 
message 

PHP constant: const keyword 

PHP introduced a keyword const to create a constant. The const keyword 
defines constants at compile time. It is a language construct, not a function. 
The constant defined using const keyword are case-sensitive. 

File: constant4.php 

1. <?php   

2. const MESSAGE="Hello const by PHP";   

3. echo MESSAGE;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello const by PHP 

Constant() function 

There is another way to print the value of constants using constant() function 
instead of using the echo statement. 

Syntax 

The syntax for the following constant function: 



1. constant (name)   

File: constant5.php 

1. <?php       

2.     define("MSG", "Hello PHP");   

3.     echo MSG, "</br>";   

4.     echo constant("MSG");   

5.     //both are similar   

6. ?>   

Output: 

Hello PHP 
Hello PHP 

Constant vs Variables 

Constant Variables 

Once the constant is defined, it can never be 

redefined. 

A variable can be undefined as well as 

redefined easily. 

A constant can only be defined using 

define() function. It cannot be defined by 

any simple assignment. 

A variable can be defined by simple 

assignment (=) operator. 

There is no need to use the dollar ($) sign 

before constant during the assignment. 

To declare a variable, always use the 

dollar ($) sign before the variable. 

Constants do not follow any variable 

scoping rules, and they can be defined and 

accessed anywhere. 

Variables can be declared anywhere in 

the program, but they follow variable 

scoping rules. 

Constants are the variables whose values 

can't be changed throughout the program. 

The value of the variable can be 

changed. 



By default, constants are global. Variables can be local, global, or static. 

PHP Operators 

PHP Operator is a symbol i.e used to perform operations on operands. In 
simple words, operators are used to perform operations on variables or 
values. For example: 

$num=10+20;//+ is the operator and 10,20 are operands   

In the above example, + is the binary + operator, 10 and 20 are operands and 
$num is variable. 

PHP Operators can be categorized in following forms: 

o Arithmetic Operators 

o Assignment Operators 

o Bitwise Operators 

o Comparison Operators 

o Incrementing/Decrementing Operators 

o Logical Operators 

o String Operators 

o Array Operators 

o Type Operators 

o Execution Operators 

o Error Control Operators 

We can also categorize operators on behalf of operands. They can be 
categorized in 3 forms: 

o Unary Operators: works on single operands such as ++, -- etc. 

o Binary Operators: works on two operands such as binary +, -, *, / etc. 

o Ternary Operators: works on three operands such as "?:". 

Arithmetic Operators 

https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Arithmetic
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Assignment
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Bitwise
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Comparison
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Incrementing
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Logical
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#String
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Array
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Type
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Execution
https://www.javatpoint.com/php-operators#Error


The PHP arithmetic operators are used to perform common arithmetic 
operations such as addition, subtraction, etc. with numeric values. 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

+ Addition $a + $b Sum of operands 

- Subtraction $a - $b Difference of operands 

* Multiplication $a * $b Product of operands 

/ Division $a / $b Quotient of operands 

% Modulus $a % $b Remainder of operands 

** Exponentiation $a ** $b $a raised to the power $b 

The exponentiation (**) operator has been introduced in PHP 5.6. 

Assignment Operators 

The assignment operators are used to assign value to different variables. The 
basic assignment operator is "=". 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

= Assign $a = $b The value of right operand is assigned 

to the left operand. 

+= Add then Assign $a += $b Addition same as $a = $a + $b 

-= Subtract then 

Assign 

$a -= $b Subtraction same as $a = $a - $b 

*= Multiply then $a *= $b Multiplication same as $a = $a * $b 



Assign 

/= Divide then 

Assign 

(quotient) 

$a /= $b Find quotient same as $a = $a / $b 

%= Divide then 

Assign 

(remainder) 

$a %= 

$b 

Find remainder same as $a = $a % $b 

 

Bitwise Operators 

The bitwise operators are used to perform bit-level operations on operands. 
These operators allow the evaluation and manipulation of specific bits within 
the integer. 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

& And $a & $b Bits that are 1 in both $a and $b are set to 

1, otherwise 0. 

| Or (Inclusive 

or) 

$a | $b Bits that are 1 in either $a or $b are set to 

1 

^ Xor (Exclusive 

or) 

$a ^ $b Bits that are 1 in either $a or $b are set to 

0. 

~ Not ~$a Bits that are 1 set to 0 and bits that are 0 

are set to 1 

<< Shift left $a << 

$b 

Left shift the bits of operand $a $b steps 

>> Shift right $a >> Right shift the bits of $a operand by $b 



$b number of places 

 

Comparison Operators 

Comparison operators allow comparing two values, such as number or string. 
Below the list of comparison operators are given: 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

== Equal $a == $b Return TRUE if $a is equal to $b 

=== Identical $a === 

$b 

Return TRUE if $a is equal to $b, and 

they are of same data type 

!== Not identical $a !== 

$b 

Return TRUE if $a is not equal to $b, and 

they are not of same data type 

!= Not equal $a != $b Return TRUE if $a is not equal to $b 

<> Not equal $a <> $b Return TRUE if $a is not equal to $b 

< Less than $a < $b Return TRUE if $a is less than $b 

> Greater than $a > $b Return TRUE if $a is greater than $b 

<= Less than or 

equal to 

$a <= $b Return TRUE if $a is less than or equal 

$b 

>= Greater than or 

equal to 

$a >= $b Return TRUE if $a is greater than or 

equal $b 

<=> Spaceship $a 

<=>$b 

Return -1 if $a is less than $b 

Return 0 if $a is equal $b 



Return 1 if $a is greater than $b 

 

Incrementing/Decrementing Operators 

The increment and decrement operators are used to increase and decrease 
the value of a variable. 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

++ Increment ++$a Increment the value of $a by one, then return 

$a 

$a++ Return $a, then increment the value of $a by 

one 

-- decrement --$a Decrement the value of $a by one, then return 

$a 

$a-- Return $a, then decrement the value of $a by 

one 

 

Logical Operators 

The logical operators are used to perform bit-level operations on operands. 
These operators allow the evaluation and manipulation of specific bits within 
the integer. 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

and And $a and $b Return TRUE if both $a and $b are true 

Or Or $a or $b Return TRUE if either $a or $b is true 



xor Xor $a xor $b Return TRUE if either $ or $b is true but not both 

! Not ! $a Return TRUE if $a is not true 

&& And $a && $b Return TRUE if either $a and $b are true 

|| Or $a || $b Return TRUE if either $a or $b is true 

 

String Operators 

The string operators are used to perform the operation on strings. There are 
two string operators in PHP, which are given below: 

Operator Name Example Explanation 

. Concatenation $a . $b Concatenate both $a and $b 

.= Concatenation and 

Assignment 

$a .= 

$b 

First concatenate $a and $b, then 

assign the concatenated string to $a, 

e.g. $a = $a . $b 

 

PHP Operators Precedence 

Operators Additional Information Associativity 

clone new clone and new non-

associative 

[ array() left 

** arithmetic right 



++ -- ~ (int) (float) (string) (array) 

(object) (bool) @ 

increment/decrement and 

types 

right 

instanceof types non-

associative 

! logical (negation) right 

* / % arithmetic left 

+ - . arithmetic and string 

concatenation 

left 

<< >> bitwise (shift) left 

< <= > >= comparison non-

associative 

== != === !== <> comparison non-

associative 

& bitwise AND left 

^ bitwise XOR left 

| bitwise OR left 

&& logical AND left 

|| logical OR left 

?: ternary left 

= += -= *= **= /= .= %= &= |= ^= 

<<= >>= => 

assignment right 

and logical left 

xor logical left 

or logical left 



, many uses (comma) left 

PHP Echo 

PHP echo is a language construct, not a function. Therefore, you don't need to 
use parenthesis with it. But if you want to use more than one parameter, it is 
required to use parenthesis. 

The syntax of PHP echo is given below: 

void echo ( string $arg1 [, string $... ] )   

PHP echo statement can be used to print the string, multi-line strings, 
escaping characters, variable, array, etc. Some important points that you must 
know about the echo statement are: 

o echo is a statement, which is used to display the output. 

o echo can be used with or without parentheses: echo(), and echo. 

o echo does not return any value. 

o We can pass multiple strings separated by a comma (,) in echo. 

o echo is faster than the print statement. 

PHP echo: printing string 

File: echo1.php 

1. <?php   

2. echo "Hello by PHP echo";   

3. ?>   

Output: 

Hello by PHP echo 

PHP echo: printing escaping characters 

File: echo3.php 

1. <?php   

2. echo "Hello escape \"sequence\" characters";   



3. ?>   

Output: 

Hello escape "sequence" characters 

PHP echo: printing variable value 

File: echo4.php 

1. <?php   

2. $msg="Hello PHP";   

3. echo "Message is: $msg";     

4. ?>   

Output: 

Message is: Hello PHP 

PHP Print 

Like PHP echo, PHP print is a language construct, so you don't need to use 
parenthesis with the argument list. Print statement can be used with or 
without parentheses: print and print(). Unlike echo, it always returns 1. 

The syntax of PHP print is given below: 

int print(string $arg)   

PHP print statement can be used to print the string, multi-line strings, 
escaping characters, variable, array, etc. Some important points that you must 
know about the echo statement are: 

o print is a statement, used as an alternative to echo at many times to 
display the output. 

o print can be used with or without parentheses. 

o print always returns an integer value, which is 1. 

o Using print, we cannot pass multiple arguments. 

o print is slower than the echo statement. 

PHP print: printing string 



File: print1.php 

1. <?php   

2. print "Hello by PHP print ";   

3. print ("Hello by PHP print()");   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello by PHP print Hello by PHP print() 

PHP print: printing escaping characters 

File: print3.php 

1. <?php   

2. print "Hello escape \"sequence\" characters by PHP print";   

3. ?>   

Output: 

Hello escape "sequence" characters by PHP print 

PHP print: printing variable value 

File: print4.php 

1. <?php   

2. $msg="Hello print() in PHP";   

3. print "Message is: $msg";     

4. ?>   

Output: 

Message is: Hello print() in PHP 

Difference between echo and print 

echo 

o echo is a statement, which is used to display the output. 

o echo can be used with or without parentheses. 

o echo does not return any value. 



o We can pass multiple strings separated by comma (,) in echo. 

o echo is faster than print statement. 

print 

o print is also a statement, used as an alternative to echo at many times to 
display the output. 

o print can be used with or without parentheses. 

o print always returns an integer value, which is 1. 

o Using print, we cannot pass multiple arguments. 

o print is slower than echo statement. 

PHP String 

PHP string is a sequence of characters i.e., used to store and manipulate text. 
PHP supports only 256-character set and so that it does not offer native 
Unicode support. There are 4 ways to specify a string literal in PHP. 

1. single quoted 

2. double quoted 

Single Quoted 

We can create a string in PHP by enclosing the text in a single-quote. It is the 
easiest way to specify string in PHP. 

For specifying a literal single quote, escape it with a backslash (\) and to 
specify a literal backslash (\) use double backslash (\\). All the other 
instances with backslash such as \r or \n, will be output same as they 
specified instead of having any special meaning. 

For Example 

Following some examples are given to understand the single quoted PHP 
String in a better way: 

Example 1 

1. <?php   

2.        $str='Hello text within single quote';   



3.        echo $str;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text within single quote 

We can store multiple line text, special characters, and escape sequences in a 
single-quoted PHP string. 

Example 2 

1. <?php   

2. $str1='Hello text    

3. multiple line   

4. text within single quoted string';   

5. $str2='Using double "quote" directly inside single quoted string';   

6. $str3='Using escape sequences \n in single quoted string';   

7. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

8. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text multiple line text within single quoted string  
Using double "quote" directly inside single quoted string  
Using escape sequences \n in single quoted string 

Example 3 

1. <?php   

2. $num1=10;    

3. $str1='trying variable $num1';   

4. $str2='trying backslash n and backslash t inside single quoted string \n \t';   

5. $str3='Using single quote \'my quote\' and \\backslash';   

6. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

7. ?>   

Output: 

trying variable $num1  
trying backslash n and backslash t inside single quoted string \n \t  
Using single quote 'my quote' and \backslash 



Double Quoted 

In PHP, we can specify string through enclosing text within double quote also. 
But escape sequences and variables will be interpreted using double quote 
PHP strings. 

Example 1 

1. <?php   

2. $str="Hello text within double quote";   

3. echo $str;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text within double quote 

Now, you can't use double quote directly inside double quoted string. 

Example 2 

1. <?php   

2. $str1="Using double "quote" directly inside double quoted string";   

3. echo $str1;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected 'quote' (T_STRING) in C:\wamp\www\string1.php 
on line 2 

We can store multiple line text, special characters and escape 
sequences in a double quoted PHP string. 

Example 3 

1. <?php   

2. $str1="Hello text    

3. multiple line   

4. text within double quoted string";   

5. $str2="Using double \"quote\" with backslash inside double quoted string";   

6. $str3="Using escape sequences \n in double quoted string";   



7. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

8. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text multiple line text within double quoted string  
Using double "quote" with backslash inside double quoted string  
Using escape sequences in double quoted string 

 

 

PHP String Function Examples 

1) PHP strtolower() function 

The strtolower() function returns string in lowercase letter. 

Syntax 

string strtolower ( string $string )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="My name is KARAN";   

3. $str=strtolower($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

my name is karan 

2) PHP strtoupper() function 

The strtoupper() function returns string in uppercase letter. 

Syntax 

string strtoupper ( string $string )   



Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="My name is KARAN";   

3. $str=strtoupper($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

MY NAME IS KARAN 

3) PHP ucfirst() function 

The ucfirst() function returns string converting first character into uppercase. 
It doesn't change the case of other characters. 

Syntax 

string ucfirst ( string $str )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="my name is KARAN";   

3. $str=ucfirst($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

My name is KARAN 

4) PHP lcfirst() function 

The lcfirst() function returns string converting first character into lowercase. 
It doesn't change the case of other characters. 

Syntax 

string lcfirst ( string $str )   

Example 



1. <?php   

2. $str="MY name IS KARAN";   

3. $str=lcfirst($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

mY name IS KARAN 

5) PHP ucwords() function 

The ucwords() function returns string converting first character of each word 
into uppercase. 

Syntax 

string ucwords ( string $str )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="my name is Sonoo jaiswal";   

3. $str=ucwords($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

My Name Is Sonoo Jaiswal 

6) PHP strrev() function 

The strrev() function returns reversed string. 

Syntax 

string strrev ( string $string )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="my name is Sonoo jaiswal";   



3. $str=strrev($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

lawsiaj oonoS si eman ym 

7) PHP strlen() function 

The strlen() function returns length of the string. 

Syntax 

int strlen ( string $string )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $str="my name is Sonoo jaiswal";   

3. $str=strlen($str);   

4. echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

24 
 

  



UNIT-2 

Basic HTML 

HTML: 

o HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language. 

o HTML is used to create web pages and web applications. 

o HTML is widely used language on the web. 

o We can create a static website by HTML only. 

o Technically, HTML is a Markup language rather than a programming 
language. 

HTML Example 

In this tutorial, you will get a lot of HTML examples, at least one example for 
each topic with explanation. You can also edit and run these examples, with 
our online HTML editor. Learning HTML is fun, and it's very easy to learn. 

1. <!DOCTYPE>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4. <title>Web page title</title>   

5. </head>   

6. <body>   

7. <h1>Write Your First Heading</h1>   

8. <p>Write Your First Paragraph.</p>   

9. </body>   

10. </html>   

HTML Tags 

HTML tags are like keywords which defines that how web browser will format 
and display the content. With the help of tags, a web browser can distinguish 
between an HTML content and a simple content. HTML tags contain three 
main parts: opening tag, content and closing tag. But some HTML tags are 
unclosed tags. 

When a web browser reads an HTML document, browser reads it from top to 
bottom and left to right. HTML tags are used to create HTML documents and 
render their properties. Each HTML tags have different properties. 



o All HTML tags must enclosed within < > these brackets. 

o Every tag in HTML perform different tasks. 

o If you have used an open tag <tag>, then you must use a close tag </tag> 
(except some tags) 

Syntax 

<tag> content </tag> 

HTML Tag Examples 

<p> Paragraph Tag </p> 

<h2> Heading Tag </h2> 

<b> Bold Tag </b> 

<i> Italic Tag </i> 

<u> Underline Tag</u> 

Unclosed HTML Tags 

Some HTML tags are not closed, for example br and hr. 

<br> Tag: br stands for break line, it breaks the line of the code. 

<hr> Tag: hr stands for Horizontal Rule. This tag is used to put a line across 
the webpage. 

HTML Meta Tags 

DOCTYPE, title, link, meta and style 

HTML Text Tags 

<p>, <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5>, <h6>, <strong>, <em>, <abbr>, 
<acronym>, <address>, <bdo>, <blockquote>, <cite>, <q>, <code>, <ins>, 
<del>, <dfn>, <kbd>, <pre>, <samp>, <var> and <br> 

 



HTML Link Tags 

<a> and <base> 

HTML Image and Object Tags 

<img>, <area>, <map>, <param> and <object> 

HTML List Tags 

<ul>, <ol>, <li>, <dl>, <dt> and <dd> 

HTML Table Tags 

table, tr, td, th, tbody, thead, tfoot, col, colgroup and caption 

HTML Form Tags 

form, input, textarea, select, option, optgroup, button, label, fieldset and 
legend 

HTML Attribute 

o HTML attributes are special words which provide additional 
information about the elements or attributes are the modifier of the 
HTML element. 

o Each element or tag can have attributes, which defines the behaviour of 
that element. 

o Attributes should always be applied with start tag. 

o The Attribute should always be applied with its name and value pair. 

o The Attributes name and values are case sensitive, and it is 
recommended by W3C that it should be written in Lowercase only. 

o You can add multiple attributes in one HTML element, but need to give 
space between two attributes. 

Syntax 

<element attribute_name="value">content</element>   

 



Example 

1.  <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4. </head>   

5. <body>   

6.     <h1> This is Style attribute</h1>   

7.    <p style="height: 50px; color: blue">It will add style property in element</p>   

8.     <p style="color: red">It will change the color of content</p>   

9. </body>   

10. </html>   

The title attribute in HTML 

Description: The title attribute is used as text tooltip in most of the browsers. 
It display its text when user move the cursor over a link or any text. You can 
use it with any text or link to show the description about that link or text. In 
our example, we are taking this with paragraph tag and heading tag. 

Example 

1. <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3.   <head>   

4.  </head>   

5. <body>   

6.        

7.   <h1 title="This is heading tag">Example of title attribute</h1>   

8.   <p title="This is paragraph tag">Move the cursor over the heading and paragraph, and yo

u will see a description as a tooltip</p>   

9.    

10. </body>   

11. </html>   

HTML Anchor 

The HTML anchor tag defines a hyperlink that links one page to another page. 
It can create hyperlink to other web page as well as files, location, or any URL. 
The "href" attribute is the most important attribute of the HTML a tag. and 
which links to destination page or URL. 



href attribute of HTML anchor tag 

The href attribute is used to define the address of the file to be linked. In other 
words, it points out the destination page. 

The syntax of HTML anchor tag is given below. 

<a href = "..........."> Link Text </a> 

Let's see an example of HTML anchor tag. 

<a href="second.html">Click for Second Page</a>   

Specify a location for Link using target attribute 

If we want to open that link to another page then we can use target attribute 
of <a> tag. With the help of this link will be open in next page. 

Example: 

1. <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4.     <title></title>   

5. </head>   

6. <body>   

7. <p>Click on <a href="https://www.javatpoint.com/" target="_blank"> this-

link </a>to go on home page of JavaTpoint.</p>   

8. </body>   

9. </html>   

HTML Image 

HTML img tag is used to display image on the web page. HTML img tag is an 
empty tag that contains attributes only, closing tags are not used in HTML 
image element. 

Let's see an example of HTML image. 

1. <h2>HTML Image Example</h2>   

2. <img src="good_morning.jpg" alt="Good Morning Friends"/>   



Attributes of HTML img tag 

The src and alt are important attributes of HTML img tag. All attributes of 
HTML image tag are given below. 

1) src 

It is a necessary attribute that describes the source or path of the image. It 
instructs the browser where to look for the image on the server. 

The location of image may be on the same directory or another server. 

2) alt 

The alt attribute defines an alternate text for the image, if it can't be displayed. 
The value of the alt attribute describe the image in words. The alt attribute is 
considered good for SEO prospective. 

3) width 

It is an optional attribute which is used to specify the width to display the 
image. It is not recommended now. You should apply CSS in place of width 
attribute. 

4) height 

It h3 the height of the image. The HTML height attribute also supports iframe, 
image and object elements. It is not recommended now. You should apply CSS 
in place of height attribute. 

Use of height and width attribute with img tag 

Example: 

<img src="animal.jpg" height="180" width="300" alt="animal image">   

HTML Table 

HTML table tag is used to display data in tabular form (row * column). There 
can be many columns in a row. 



We can create a table to display data in tabular form, using <table> element, 
with the help of <tr> , <td>, and <th> elements. 

In Each table, table row is defined by <tr> tag, table header is defined by <th>, 
and table data is defined by <td> tags. 

HTML Table Tags 

Tag Description 

<table> It defines a table. 

<tr> It defines a row in a table. 

<th> It defines a header cell in a table. 

<td> It defines a cell in a table. 

<caption> It defines the table caption. 

<colgroup> It specifies a group of one or more columns in a table for formatting. 

<col> It is used with <colgroup> element to specify column properties for each 

column. 

<tbody> It is used to group the body content in a table. 

<thead> It is used to group the header content in a table. 

<tfooter> It is used to group the footer content in a table. 

HTML Table Example 

Let's see the example of HTML table tag. It output is shown above. 

1. <table>   



2. <tr><th>First_Name</th><th>Last_Name</th><th>Marks</th></tr>   

3. <tr><td>Sonoo</td><td>Jaiswal</td><td>60</td></tr>   

4. <tr><td>James</td><td>William</td><td>80</td></tr>   

5. <tr><td>Swati</td><td>Sironi</td><td>82</td></tr>   

6. <tr><td>Chetna</td><td>Singh</td><td>72</td></tr>   

7. </table>   

HTML Table With Border Example 

1. <table border="1">   

2. <tr><th>First_Name</th><th>Last_Name</th><th>Marks</th></tr>   

3. <tr><td>Sonoo</td><td>Jaiswal</td><td>60</td></tr>   

4. <tr><td>James</td><td>William</td><td>80</td></tr>   

5. <tr><td>Swati</td><td>Sironi</td><td>82</td></tr>   

6. <tr><td>Chetna</td><td>Singh</td><td>72</td></tr>   

7. </table>   

HTML Lists 

HTML Lists are used to specify lists of information. All lists may contain one or 
more list elements. There are three different types of HTML lists: 

1. Ordered List or Numbered List (ol) 

2. Unordered List or Bulleted List (ul) 

3. Description List or Definition List (dl) 

HTML Ordered List or Numbered List 

In the ordered HTML lists, all the list items are marked with numbers by 
default. It is known as numbered list also. The ordered list starts with <ol> tag 
and the list items start with <li> tag. 

1. <ol>   

2.  <li>Aries</li>   

3.  <li>Bingo</li>   

4.  <li>Leo</li>   

5.  <li>Oracle</li>   

6. </ol>   

 



Output: 

1. Aries 

2. Bingo 

3. Leo 

4. Oracle 

HTML Unordered List or Bulleted List 

In HTML Unordered list, all the list items are marked with bullets. It is also 
known as bulleted list also. The Unordered list starts with <ul> tag and list 
items start with the <li> tag. 

1. <ul>   

2.  <li>Aries</li>   

3.  <li>Bingo</li>   

4.  <li>Leo</li>   

5.  <li>Oracle</li>   

6. </ul>   

Output: 

 Aries 

 Bingo 

 Leo 

 Oracle 

HTML Description List or Definition List 

HTML Description list is also a list style which is supported by HTML and 
XHTML. It is also known as definition list where entries are listed like a 
dictionary or encyclopedia. 

The definition list is very appropriate when you want to present glossary, list 
of terms or other name-value list. 

The HTML definition list contains following three tags: 

1. <dl> tag defines the start of the list. 

2. <dt> tag defines a term. 



3. <dd> tag defines the term definition (description). 

1. <dl>   

2.   <dt>Aries</dt>   

3.   <dd>-One of the 12 horoscope sign.</dd>   

4.   <dt>Bingo</dt>   

5.   <dd>-One of my evening snacks</dd>   

6.  <dt>Leo</dt>   

7.  <dd>-It is also an one of the 12 horoscope sign.</dd>   

8.   <dt>Oracle</dt>   

9.   <dd>-It is a multinational technology corporation.</dd>    

10. </dl>   

Output: 
Aries 

-One of the 12 horoscope sign. 
Bingo 

-One of my evening snacks 
Leo 

-It is also an one of the 12 horoscope sign. 
Oracle 
 -It is a multinational technology corporation. 

HTML Nested List 

A list within another list is termed as nested list. If you want a 
bullet list inside a numbered list then such type of list will called 
as nested list. 

Code: 

1. <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4.     <title>Nested list</title>   

5. </head>   

6. <body>   

7.     <p>List of Indian States with thier capital</p>   

8. <ol>   

9.     <li>Delhi   

10.         <ul>   

11.             <li>NewDelhi</li>   



12.         </ul>   

13.     </li>   

14.     <li>Haryana   

15.         <ul>   

16.             <li>Chandigarh</li>   

17.         </ul>   

18.     </li>   

19.     <li>Gujarat   

20.         <ul>   

21.             <li>Gandhinagar</li>   

22.         </ul>   

23.     </li>   

24.     <li>Rajasthan    

25.         <ul>   

26.             <li>Jaipur</li>   

27.         </ul>   

28.     </li>   

29.     <li>Maharashtra   

30.         <ul>   

31.             <li>Mumbai</li>   

32.         </ul>   

33.     </li>   

34.     <li>Uttarpradesh   

35.         <ul>   

36.             <li>Lucknow</li></ul>   

37.     </li>   

38. </ol>   

39. </body>   

40. </html>   

Output: 

 



HTML Form 

An HTML form is a section of a document which contains controls such as text 
fields, password fields, checkboxes, radio buttons, submit button, menus etc. 

An HTML form facilitates the user to enter data that is to be sent to the server 
for processing such as name, email address, password, phone number, etc. . 

Why use HTML Form 

HTML forms are required if you want to collect some data from of the site 
visitor. 

For example: If a user want to purchase some items on internet, he/she must 
fill the form such as shipping address and credit/debit card details so that 
item can be sent to the given address. 

HTML Form Syntax 

1. <form action="server url" method="get|post">   

2.   //input controls e.g. textfield, textarea, radiobutton, button   

3. </form>   

HTML Form Tags 

Let's see the list of HTML 5 form tags. 

Tag Description 

<form> It defines an HTML form to enter inputs by the used side. 

<input> It defines an input control. 

<textarea> It defines a multi-line input control. 

<label> It defines a label for an input element. 

<fieldset> It groups the related element in a form. 



<legend> It defines a caption for a <fieldset> element. 

<select> It defines a drop-down list. 

<optgroup> It defines a group of related options in a drop-down list. 

<option> It defines an option in a drop-down list. 

<button> It defines a clickable button. 

HTML <form> element 

The HTML <form> element provides a document section to take input from 
user. It provides various interactive controls for submitting information to 
web server such as text field, text area, password field, etc. 

Note: The <form> element does not itself create a form but it is container to 

contain all required form elements, such as <input>, <label>, etc. 

Syntax: 

1. <form>   

2. //Form elements   

3. </form>   

HTML <input> element 

The HTML <input> element is fundamental form element. It is used to create 
form fields, to take input from user. We can apply different input filed to 
gather different information form user. Following is the example to show the 
simple text input. 

Example: 

1. <body>   

2.   <form>   



3.      Enter your name  <br>   

4.     <input type="text" name="username">   

5.   </form>   

6. </body>   

HTML TextField Control 

The type="text" attribute of input tag creates textfield control also known as 
single line textfield control. The name attribute is optional, but it is required 
for the server side component such as JSP, ASP, PHP etc. 

1. <form>   

2.     First Name: <input type="text" name="firstname"/> <br/>   

3.     Last Name:  <input type="text" name="lastname"/> <br/>   

4.  </form>   

Output: 

 

HTML <textarea> tag in form 

The <textarea> tag in HTML is used to insert multiple-line text in a form. The 
size of <textarea> can be specify either using "rows" or "cols" attribute or by 
CSS. 

Example: 

1. <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4.     <title>Form in HTML</title>   

5. </head>   

6. <body>   

7.   <form>   

8.         Enter your address:<br>   



9.       <textarea rows="2" cols="20"></textarea>   

10.   </form>   

11. </body>   

12. </html>   

Output: 

 

Label Tag in Form 

It is considered better to have label in form. As it makes the code 
parser/browser/user friendly. 

If you click on the label tag, it will focus on the text control. To do so, you need 
to have for attribute in label tag that must be same as id attribute of input tag. 

NOTE: It is good to use <label> tag with form, although it is optional but if you 

will use it, then it will provide a focus when you tap or click on label tag. It is 

more worthy with touchscreens. 

1. <form>   

2.     <label for="firstname">First Name: </label> <br/>   

3.               <input type="text" id="firstname" name="firstname"/> <br/>   

4.    <label for="lastname">Last Name: </label>   

5.               <input type="text" id="lastname" name="lastname"/> <br/>   

6.  </form>   

Output: 



 

HTML Password Field Control 

The password is not visible to the user in password field control. 

1. <form>   

2.     <label for="password">Password: </label>   

3.               <input type="password" id="password" name="password"/> <br/>   

4. </form>   

Output: 

 

HTML 5 Email Field Control 

The email field in new in HTML 5. It validates the text for correct email 
address. You must use @ and . in this field. 

1. <form>   

2.     <label for="email">Email: </label>   

3.               <input type="email" id="email" name="email"/> <br/>   

4. </form>   

It will display in browser like below: 

Note: If we will not enter the correct email, it will display error like: 



 

Radio Button Control 

The radio button is used to select one option from multiple options. It is used 
for selection of gender, quiz questions etc. 

If you use one name for all the radio buttons, only one radio button can be 
selected at a time. 

Using radio buttons for multiple options, you can only choose a single option 
at a time. 

1. <form>   

2.     <label for="gender">Gender: </label>   

3.               <input type="radio" id="gender" name="gender" value="male"/>Male   

4.               <input type="radio" id="gender" name="gender" value="female"/>Female <br/>   

5. </form>   

 

Checkbox Control 

The checkbox control is used to check multiple options from given 
checkboxes. 

1. <form>   

2. Hobby:<br>   

3.               <input type="checkbox" id="cricket" name="cricket" value="cricket"/>   

4.                  <label for="cricket">Cricket</label> <br>   

5.               <input type="checkbox" id="football" name="football" value="football"/>   

6.                  <label for="football">Football</label> <br>   



7.               <input type="checkbox" id="hockey" name="hockey" value="hockey"/>   

8.                  <label for="hockey">Hockey</label>   

9. </form>   

Note: These are similar to radio button except it can choose multiple options at 

a time and radio button can select one button at a time, and its display. 

Output: 

 

Submit button control 

HTML <input type="submit"> are used to add a submit button on web page. 
When user clicks on submit button, then form get submit to the server. 

Syntax: 

<input type="submit" value="submit">   

The type = submit , specifying that it is a submit button 

The value attribute can be anything which we write on button on web page. 

The name attribute can be omit here. 

Example: 

1. <form>   

2.     <label for="name">Enter name</label><br>   

3.     <input type="text" id="name" name="name"><br>   

4.     <label for="pass">Enter Password</label><br>   

5.     <input type="Password" id="pass" name="pass"><br>   

6.     <input type="submit" value="submit">   

7. </form>   



Output: 

 

HTML <fieldset> element: 

The <fieldset> element in HTML is used to group the related information of a 
form. This element is used with <legend> element which provide caption for 
the grouped elements. 

Example: 

1.  <form>   

2.      <fieldset>   

3.       <legend>User Information:</legend>   

4.     <label for="name">Enter name</label><br>   

5. <input type="text" id="name" name="name"><br>   

6. <label for="pass">Enter Password</label><br>   

7. <input type="Password" id="pass" name="pass"><br>   

8. <input type="submit" value="submit">   

9. </fieldset>   

10.  </form>   

Output: 

 

 

 



Embedding PHP in HTML 

Example: mypage.php 

1. <html> 

2. <head> 

3. <title>Embedding PHP in HTML</title> 

4. </head> 

5. <body> 

6. <h1>Embedding PHP in HTML</h1> 

7. <?php       

8. echo "Hello World!";   

9. ?> 

10. </body>   
11. </html> 

Passing Information Between Pages: PHP $_GET and $_POST 

PHP Form Handling 

We can create and use forms in PHP. To get form data, we need to use PHP 
superglobals $_GET and $_POST. 

The form request may be get or post. To retrieve data from get request, we 
need to use $_GET, for post request $_POST. 

PHP Get Form 

Get request is the default form request. The data passed through get request is 
visible on the URL browser so it is not secured. You can send limited amount 
of data through get request. 

1. $_GET is super global variable. 
2. Data send in GET is visible in URL. 
3. Not preferable for send sensitive data. 
4. Limitation of send data.(About 2000 character) 
5. In GET you send information to server in two way : 

i. Through URL 
ii. Through form 

Let's see a simple example to receive data from get request in PHP. 



File: form1.html 

1. <form action="welcome.php" method="get">   

2. Name: <input type="text" name="name"/>   

3. <input type="submit" value="visit"/>   

4. </form>   

File: welcome.php 

1. <?php   

2. $name=$_GET["name"];//receiving name field value in $name variable   

3. echo "Welcome, $name";   

4. ?>   

PHP Post Form 

Post request is widely used to submit form that have large amount of data 
such as file upload, image upload, login form, registration form etc. 

The data passed through post request is not visible on the URL browser so it is 
secured. You can send large amount of data through post request. 

1. $_POST is super global variable. 
2. Data send in POST is not visible in URL. 
3. Preferable for send sensitive data. 
4. No limitation for send data. 
5. In POST you send information to server in one way that is form. 

Let's see a simple example to receive data from post request in PHP. 

File: form1.html 

1. <form action="login.php" method="post">    

2. <table>    

3. <tr><td>Name:</td><td> <input type="text" name="name"/></td></tr>   

4. <tr><td>Password:</td><td> <input type="password" name="password"/></td></tr>    

5. <tr><td colspan="2"><input type="submit" value="login"/>  </td></tr>   

6. </table>   

7. </form>    

File: login.php 

1. <?php   

2. $name=$_POST["name"];//receiving name field value in $name variable   

3. $password=$_POST["password"];//receiving password field value in $password variable   

4.    

5. echo "Welcome: $name, your password is: $password";   



6. ?>   

Output: 

  

PHP Conditional Statements: 

PHP If Else 

PHP if else statement is used to test condition. There are various ways to use if 
statement in PHP. 

o if 

o if-else 

o if-else-if 

o nested if 

PHP If Statement 

PHP if statement allows conditional execution of code. It is executed if 
condition is true. 

If statement is used to executes the block of code exist inside the if statement 
only if the specified condition is true. 
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Syntax 

1. if(condition){   

2. //code to be executed   

3. }   

Flowchart 

 

Example 

1. <?php   
2. $num=12;   
3. if($num<100){   
4. echo "$num is less than 100";   
5. }   
6. ?>   

Output: 

12 is less than 100 

PHP If-else Statement 

PHP if-else statement is executed whether condition is true or false. 



If-else statement is slightly different from if statement. It executes one block of 
code if the specified condition is true and another block of code if the 
condition is false. 

Syntax 

1. if(condition){   

2. //code to be executed if true   

3. }else{   

4. //code to be executed if false   

5. }   

Flowchart 

 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $num=12;   

3. if($num%2==0){   

4. echo "$num is even number";   

5. }else{   

6. echo "$num is odd number";   

7. }   

8. ?>   

Output: 

12 is even number 



PHP If-else-if Statement 

The PHP if-else-if is a special statement used to combine multiple if?.else 
statements. So, we can check multiple conditions using this statement. 

Syntax 

1. if (condition1){     

2. //code to be executed if condition1 is true     

3. } elseif (condition2){       

4. //code to be executed if condition2 is true     

5. } elseif (condition3){       

6. //code to be executed if condition3 is true     

7. ....   

8. }  else{     

9. //code to be executed if all given conditions are false     

10. }     

Flowchart 

 

Example 

1. <?php   

2.     $marks=69;       

3.     if ($marks<33){     

4.         echo "fail";     

5.     }     



6.     else if ($marks>=34 && $marks<50) {     

7.         echo "D grade";     

8.     }     

9.     else if ($marks>=50 && $marks<65) {     

10.        echo "C grade";    

11.     }     

12.     else if ($marks>=65 && $marks<80) {     

13.         echo "B grade";    

14.     }     

15.     else if ($marks>=80 && $marks<90) {     

16.         echo "A grade";     

17.     }   

18.     else if ($marks>=90 && $marks<100) {     

19.         echo "A+ grade";    

20.     }   

21.    else {     

22.         echo "Invalid input";     

23.     }     

24. ?>   

Output: 

B Grade 

PHP nested if Statement 

The nested if statement contains the if block inside another if block. The inner 
if statement executes only when specified condition in outer if statement 
is true. 

Syntax 

1. if (condition) {     

2. //code to be executed if condition is true    

3. if (condition) {     

4. //code to be executed if condition is true     

5. }     

6. }    

 

 



Flowchart 

 

Example 

1. <?php   

2.                $age = 23;   

3.     $nationality = "Indian";   

4.     //applying conditions on nationality and age   

5.     if ($nationality == "Indian")   

6.     {   

7.         if ($age >= 18) {   

8.             echo "Eligible to give vote";   

9.         }   

10.         else {     

11.             echo "Not eligible to give vote";   

12.         }   

13.     }   

14. ?>   

Output: 

Eligible to give vote 

 



PHP Switch 

PHP switch statement is used to execute one statement from multiple 
conditions. It works like PHP if-else-if statement. 

Syntax 
1. switch(expression){       

2. case value1:       

3.  //code to be executed   

4.  break;   

5. case value2:       

6.  //code to be executed   

7.  break;   

8. ......       

9. default:        

10.  code to be executed if all cases are not matched;     

11. }   

Important points to be noticed about switch case: 

1. The default is an optional statement. Even it is not important, that 
default must always be the last statement. 

2. There can be only one default in a switch statement. More than one 
default may lead to a Fatal error. 

3. Each case can have a break statement, which is used to terminate the 
sequence of statement. 

4. The break statement is optional to use in switch. If break is not used, all 
the statements will execute after finding matched case value. 

5. PHP allows you to use number, character, string, as well as functions in 
switch expression. 

6. Nesting of switch statements is allowed, but it makes the program more 
complex and less readable. 

7. You can use semicolon (;) instead of colon (:). It will not generate any 
error. 



PHP Switch Flowchart 

 

PHP Switch Example 
1. <?php       

2. $num=20;       

3. switch($num){       

4. case 10:       

5. echo("number is equals to 10");       

6. break;       

7. case 20:       

8. echo("number is equal to 20");       

9. break;       

10. case 30:       

11. echo("number is equal to 30");       

12. break;       

13. default:       

14. echo("number is not equal to 10, 20 or 30");       

15. }      

16. ?>   

Output: 

number is equal to 20 



PHP switch statement with character 

Program to check Vowel and consonant 

1. <?php       

2.     $ch = 'U';   

3.     switch ($ch)   

4.     {      

5.         case 'a':    

6.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

7.             break;   

8.         case 'e':    

9.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

10.             break;   

11.         case 'i':    

12.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

13.             break;   

14.         case 'o':    

15.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

16.             break;     

17.         case 'u':    

18.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

19.             break;   

20.         case 'A':    

21.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

22.             break;   

23.         case 'E':    

24.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

25.             break;   

26.         case 'I':    

27.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

28.             break;   

29.         case 'O':    

30.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

31.             break;   

32.         case 'U':    

33.             echo "Given character is vowel";   

34.             break;   

35.         default:    

36.             echo "Given character is consonant";   

37.             break;   



38.     }   

39. ?>     

Output: 

Given character is vowel 

PHP switch statement with String 

PHP allows to pass string in switch expression. Let's see the below example of 
course duration by passing string in switch case statement. 

1. <?php       

2.     $ch = "B.Tech";   

3.     switch ($ch)   

4.     {      

5.         case "BCA":    

6.             echo "BCA is 3 years course";   

7.             break;   

8.         case "Bsc":    

9.             echo "Bsc is 3 years course";   

10.             break;   

11.         case "B.Tech":    

12.             echo "B.Tech is 4 years course";   

13.             break;   

14.         case "B.Arch":    

15.             echo "B.Arch is 5 years course";   

16.             break;   

17.         default:    

18.             echo "Wrong Choice";   

19.             break;   

20.     }   

21. ?>     

Output: 

B.Tech is 4 years course 

 

 



PHP Looping Statements: 

PHP For Loop 

PHP for loop can be used to traverse set of code for the specified number of 
times. 

It should be used if the number of iterations is known otherwise use while 
loop. This means for loop is used when you already know how many times 
you want to execute a block of code. 

It allows users to put all the loop related statements in one place. See in the 
syntax given below: 

Syntax 
1. for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement){   

2. //code to be executed   

3. }   

Parameters 

The php for loop is similar to the java/C/C++ for loop. The parameters of for 
loop have the following meanings: 

initialization - Initialize the loop counter value. The initial value of the for 
loop is done only once. This parameter is optional. 

condition - Evaluate each iteration value. The loop continuously executes 
until the condition is false. If TRUE, the loop execution continues, otherwise 
the execution of the loop ends. 

Increment/decrement - It increments or decrements the value of the 
variable. 



Flowchart 

 

Example 
1. <?php     

2. for($n=1;$n<=10;$n++){     

3. echo "$n<br/>";     

4. }     

5. ?>   

Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
 

 



Example 

All three parameters are optional, but semicolon (;) is must to pass in for loop. 
If we don't pass parameters, it will execute infinite. 

1. <?php   

2.     $i = 1;   

3.     //infinite loop   

4.     for (;;) {   

5.         echo $i++;   

6.         echo "</br>";   

7.     }   

8. ?>   

Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
. 
. 
. 

PHP Nested For Loop 

We can use for loop inside for loop in PHP, it is known as nested for loop. The 
inner for loop executes only when the outer for loop condition is found true. 

Example 

1. <?php     

2. for($i=1;$i<=3;$i++){     

3. for($j=1;$j<=3;$j++){     

4. echo "$i   $j<br/>";     

5. }     

6. }     

7. ?>   

Output: 

1 1 
1 2 



1 3 
2 1 
2 2 
2 3 
3 1 
3 2 
3 3 

PHP foreach loop 

The foreach loop is used to traverse the array elements. It works only on array 
and object. It will issue an error if you try to use it with the variables of 
different datatype. 

The foreach loop works on elements basis rather than index. It provides an 
easiest way to iterate the elements of an array. 

In foreach loop, we don't need to increment the value. 

Syntax 
1. foreach ($array as $value) {   

2.     //code to be executed   

3. }   

There is one more syntax of foreach loop. 

Syntax 
1. foreach ($array as $key => $element) {    

2.     //code to be executed   

3. }   



Flowchart 

 

Example 1: 

PHP program to print array elements using foreach loop. 

1. <?php   

2.     //declare array   

3.     $season = array ("Summer", "Winter", "Autumn", "Rainy");   

4.        

5.     //access array elements using foreach loop   

6.     foreach ($season as $element) {   

7.         echo "$element";   

8.         echo "</br>";   

9.     }   

10. ?>   

Output: 

Summer  
Winter  
Autumn  
Rainy 
 

  



PHP While Loop 

PHP while loop can be used to traverse set of code like for loop. The while 
loop executes a block of code repeatedly until the condition is FALSE. Once the 
condition gets FALSE, it exits from the body of loop. 

It should be used if the number of iterations is not known. 

The while loop is also called an Entry control loop because the condition is 
checked before entering the loop body. This means that first the condition is 
checked. If the condition is true, the block of code will be executed. 

Syntax 
1. while(condition){   

2. //code to be executed   

3. }   

Alternative Syntax 
1. while(condition):   

2. //code to be executed   

3.    

4. endwhile;   

PHP While Loop Flowchart 

 



PHP While Loop Example 
1. <?php     

2. $n=1;     

3. while($n<=10){     

4. echo "$n<br/>";     

5. $n++;     

6. }     

7. ?>   

Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Alternative Example 
1. <?php     

2. $n=1;     

3. while($n<=10):     

4. echo "$n<br/>";     

5. $n++;     

6. endwhile;     

7. ?>     

Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
 



PHP do-while loop 

PHP do-while loop can be used to traverse set of code like php while loop. The 
PHP do-while loop is guaranteed to run at least once. 

The PHP do-while loop is used to execute a set of code of the program several 
times. If you have to execute the loop at least once and the number of 
iterations is not even fixed, it is recommended to use the do-while loop. 

It executes the code at least one time always because the condition is checked 
after executing the code. 

Syntax 
1. do{   

2. //code to be executed   

3. }while(condition);   

Flowchart 

 

Example 
1. <?php     

2. $n=1;     

3. do{     

4. echo "$n<br/>";     

5. $n++;     

6. }while($n<=10);     

7. ?>     



Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

PHP Break 

PHP break statement breaks the execution of the current for, while, do-while, 
switch, and for-each loop. If you use break inside inner loop, it breaks the 
execution of inner loop only. 

The break keyword immediately ends the execution of the loop or switch 
structure. It breaks the current flow of the program at the specified condition 
and program control resumes at the next statements outside the loop. 

The break statement can be used in all types of loops such as while, do-while, 
for, foreach loop, and also with switch case. 

Syntax 
1. jump statement;   

2. break;   

Flowchart 

 



PHP Break: inside loop 

Let's see a simple example to break the execution of for loop if value of i is 
equal to 5. 

1. <?php     

2. for($i=1;$i<=10;$i++){     

3. echo "$i <br/>";     

4. if($i==5){     

5. break;     

6. }     

7. }     

8. ?>   

Output: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

PHP Break: inside inner loop 

The PHP break statement breaks the execution of inner loop only. 

1. <?php     

2. for($i=1;$i<=3;$i++){     

3.  for($j=1;$j<=3;$j++){     

4.   echo "$i   $j<br/>";     

5.   if($i==2 && $j==2){     

6.    break;     

7.   }     

8.  }     

9. }     

10. ?>   

Output: 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
2 1 



2 2 
3 1 

3 2 

3 3 

PHP continue statement 

The PHP continue statement is used to continue the loop. It continues the 
current flow of the program and skips the remaining code at the specified 
condition. 

The continue statement is used within looping and switch control structure 
when you immediately jump to the next iteration. 

The continue statement can be used with all types of loops such as - for, while, 
do-while, and foreach loop. The continue statement allows the user to skip the 
execution of the code for the specified condition. 

Syntax 

The syntax for the continue statement is given below: 

1. jump-statement;   
2. continue;   

Flowchart: 

 



PHP Continue Example with for loop 

Example 

In the following example, we will print only those values of i and j that are 
same and skip others. 

1. <?php   

2.     //outer loop   

3.     for ($i =1; $i<=3; $i++) {   

4.         //inner loop   

5.         for ($j=1; $j<=3; $j++) {   

6.             if (!($i == $j) ) {   

7.                 continue;       //skip when i and j does not have same values   

8.             }   

9.             echo $i.$j;   

10.             echo "</br>";   

11.         }   

12.     }   

13. ?>   

Output: 

11 
22  
33 

PHP continue Example in while loop 

Example 

In the following example, we will print the even numbers between 1 to 20. 

1. <?php   

2.     //php program to demonstrate the use of continue statement   

3.    

4.     echo "Even numbers between 1 to 20: </br>";   

5.     $i = 1;   

6.     while ($i<=20) {   

7.         if ($i %2 == 1) {   

8.             $i++;   

9.             continue;   //here it will skip rest of statements   



10.         }   

11.         echo $i;   

12.         echo "</br>";   

13.         $i++;   

14.     }      

15. ?>   

Output: 

Even numbers between 1 to 20:  
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 

PHP continue Example with array of string 

The following example prints the value of array elements except those for 
which the specified condition is true and continue statement is used. 

1. <?php   

2.     $number = array ("One", "Two", "Three", "Stop", "Four");   

3.     foreach ($number as $element) {   

4.         if ($element == "Stop") {   

5.             continue;   

6.         }   

7.         echo "$element </br>";   

8.     }   

9. ?>   

Output: 

One  
Two  
Three 
Four 
  



PHP Math 

PHP provides many predefined math constants and functions that can be used 
to perform mathematical operations. 

PHP Math Functions 

Let's see the list of important PHP math functions. 

Function Description 

abs() It is used to find the absolute (positive) value of a number. 

sin() It is used to return the sine of a number. 

sinh() It is used to return the hyperbolic sine of a number. 

asin() It is used to find the arc sine of a number. 

asinh() It is used to find the inverse hyperbolic sine of a number. 

cos()  It is used to find the cosine of a number. 

cosh()  It is used to return the cosh of a number. 

acos() It is used to return the arc cosine of a number. 

acosh()  It is used to return the inverse hyperbolic cosine of a number. 

tan() It is used to return the tangent of a number. 

tanh() It is used to return the hyperbolic tangent of a number. 

atan() It is used to return the arc tangent of a number in radians. 

atan2() It is used to return the arc tangent of two variables x and y. 
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atanh() It is used to return the inverse hyperbolic tangent of a number. 

base_convert() It is used to convert a number from one number base to another. 

bindec() It is used to convert a binary number to a decimal number. 

ceil() It is used to find round a number up to the nearest integer. 

pi() It returns the approximation value of PI. 

decbin() It converts a decimal number to a binary number. 

dechex()  It converts a decimal number to a hexadecimal number. 

decoct()  It converts a decimal number to an octal number 

deg2rad()  It converts a degree value to a radian value. 

rad2deg()  It converts a radian value to a degree value. 

exp() It is used to calculate the exponent of e. 

expm1()  It is used to return exp(x) - 1. 

floor()  It converts round a number down to the nearest integer. 

fmod()  It returns the remainder of x/y. 

getrandmax()  It returns the largest possible value returned by rand(). 

hexadec()  It is used to convert a hexadecimal number to a decimal number. 

hypot() It is used to calculate the hypotenuse of a right-angle triangle. 
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is_finite() To check whether a value is finite or not. 

is_infinite() It is used to check whether a value is infinite or not. 

is_nan() It is used to check whether a value is 'not-a-number'. 

lcg_value()  It is used to return a pseudo random number in a range between 0 

and 1. 

log()  It is used to return the natural logarithm of a number. 

log10()  It is used to return the base-10 logarithm of a number. 

log1p()  It is used to return log(1+number). 

max()  It is used to return the highest value in an array, or the highest 

value of several specified values. 

min() It returns the lowest value in an array, or the lowest value of 

several specified values. 

getrandmax()  It is used to return the maximum value by using rand(). 

mt_getrandmax()  Returns the largest possible value returned by mt_rand(). 

mt_rand()  Generates a random integer using Mersenne Twister algorithm. 

mt_srand()  Seeds the Mersenne Twister random number generator. 

octdec()  It is used to converts an octal number to a decimal number. 

pow()  It is used to return x raised to the power of y. 

intdiv It returns the integer quotient of the division of dividend by 

divisor. 
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rand()  It is used to generates a random integer. 

round()  It is used to round a floating-point number. 

fmod()  It is used to return the floating point remainder of the division of 

the argument. 

sqrt() It is used to return the square root of a number. 

PHP Math: abs() function 

The abs() function returns absolute value of given number. It returns an 
integer value but if you pass floating point value, it returns a float value. 

Syntax 
number abs ( mixed $number )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (abs(-7)."<br/>"); // 7 (integer)   

3. echo (abs(7)."<br/>"); //7 (integer)   

4. echo (abs(-7.2)."<br/>"); //7.2 (float/double)   

5. ?>   

Output: 

7  
7  
7.2 

PHP Math: ceil() function 

The ceil() function rounds fractions up. 

Syntax 
float ceil ( float $value )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (ceil(3.3)."<br/>");// 4   

3. echo (ceil(7.333)."<br/>");// 8   
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4. echo (ceil(-4.8)."<br/>");// -4   

5. ?>   

Output: 

4 
8 
-4 

PHP Math: floor() function 

The floor() function rounds fractions down. 

Syntax 
float floor ( float $value )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (floor(3.3)."<br/>");// 3   

3. echo (floor(7.333)."<br/>");// 7   

4. echo (floor(-4.8)."<br/>");// -5   

5. ?>   

Output: 

3 
7 
-5 

PHP Math: sqrt() function 

The sqrt() function returns square root of given argument. 

Syntax 
float sqrt ( float $arg )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (sqrt(16)."<br/>");// 4   

3. echo (sqrt(25)."<br/>");// 5   

4. echo (sqrt(7)."<br/>");// 2.6457513110646   

5. ?>   

Output: 



4 
5 
2.6457513110646 

PHP Math: decbin() function 

The decbin() function converts decimal number into binary. It returns binary 
number as a string. 

Syntax 
string decbin ( int $number )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (decbin(2)."<br/>");// 10   

3. echo (decbin(10)."<br/>");// 1010   

4. echo (decbin(22)."<br/>");// 10110   

5. ?>   

Output: 

10 
1010 
10110 

PHP Math: dechex() function 

The dechex() function converts decimal number into hexadecimal. It returns 
hexadecimal representation of given number as a string. 

Syntax 
1. string dechex ( int $number )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (dechex(2)."<br/>");// 2   

3. echo (dechex(10)."<br/>");// a   

4. echo (dechex(22)."<br/>");// 16   

5. ?>   

Output: 

2 
a 



16 

PHP Math: decoct() function 

The decoct() function converts decimal number into octal. It returns octal 
representation of given number as a string. 

Syntax 
string decoct ( int $number )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (decoct(2)."<br/>");// 2   

3. echo (decoct(10)."<br/>");// 12   

4. echo (decoct(22)."<br/>");// 26   

5. ?>   

Output: 

2 
12 
26 

PHP Math: base_convert() function 

The base_convert() function allows you to convert any base number to any 
base number. For example, you can convert hexadecimal number to binary, 
hexadecimal to octal, binary to octal, octal to hexadecimal, binary to decimal 
etc. 

Syntax 
string base_convert ( string $number , int $frombase , int $tobase )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. $n1=10;   

3. echo (base_convert($n1,10,2)."<br/>");// 1010   

4. ?>   

Output: 

1010 



PHP Math: bindec() function 

The bindec() function converts binary number into decimal. 

Syntax 
number bindec ( string $binary_string )   

Example 
1. <?php   

2. echo (bindec(10)."<br/>");// 2   

3. echo (bindec(1010)."<br/>");// 10   

4. echo (bindec(1011)."<br/>");// 11   

5. ?>   

Output: 

2 
10 
11 

PHP pi() Function 

The pi() is the important mathematical function of PHP, which is used to solve 
math problems. It returns the approximation value of PI. 

We can use the M_PI constant as results to pi(). 

Syntax: 

float pi ( void )   

Example 1 

1. <?php   

2. echo "By using 'pi()' Function the value of PI : ".(pi());   

3. ?>   

Output: 

By using 'pi()' Function the value of PI : 3.1415926535898 



PHP pow() function 

The pow() is a PHP mathematic function. It raises the first number to the 
power of the second number. 

Syntax: 

number pow ( number $base , number $exp )   

Parameter Description Required /Optional 

base Required. Specifies the base to use. required 

exp Required. Specifies the exponent. required 

Return Value: Returns a number (floating-point & Integer) which is equal to 
$base raised to the power of $exponent. 

Example 1 

1. <?php   

2. $num=pow(3, 2);   

3. echo "Your number is = pow (3, 2)".'<br>';   

4. echo "By using sqrt function Your number is : ".$num;   

5. ?>   
Output: 

Your number is =pow(3, 2) 
By using sqrt function Your number is : 9 

Rand() function 

The rand() function is used to generate random integer. 

Syntax: 

int rand ( void )   
    or   
int rand ( int $min , int $max )   
 



Parameter Description Required/Optional 

min Specifies the lowest number to returned. Optional 

max Specifies the highest number to be returned. Optional 

Example1 

1. <?php   

2. echo "Get Random number by using rand() function: ".(rand() . "<br>");   

3. echo "Get Random number by using rand() function: ".(rand() . "<br>");   

4. echo "<b>"."Note: Refresh page to get another randome value"."<b>";   

5. ?>   

Output: 

Get Random number by using rand() function: 81627923 
Get Random number by using rand() function: 1857469033 
Note: Refresh page to get another randome value 

Example2 

1. <?php   

2. echo "To get random number b/w (rand(10,100)): ".(rand(10,100));   

3. echo "<br>"."<br>"."Note: Refresh page to get new random number";   

4. ?>   

Output: 

To get random number b/w (rand(10,100)): 15 
Note: Refresh page to get new random number 

Round() function : 

The round() function is used to find rounds a float number. It has three 
parameters and returns the round value. 

Syntax: 

float round($number, $precision, $mode);   



Parameter Description Optional/Required 

number Specify the value to round Required 

Precision Specify the number of decimal digits to round to. Optional 

Mode Specify the mode in which rounding occurs. 

o PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP 

o PHP_ROUND_HALF_DOWN 

o PHP_ROUND_HALF_EVEN 

o PHP_ROUND_HALF_ODD 

Optional 

Example1 

1. <?php   

2. echo "Befor using round() function : 3.96754,2";   

3. echo "<br>"."After using round() function : ".(round(3.96754,2));   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Befor using round() function : 3.96754,2 
After using round() function : 3.97 

PHP | Date and Time 
Date and time are some of the most frequently used operations in PHP while 
executing SQL queries or designing a website etc. PHP serves us with 
predefined functions for these tasks. Some of the predefined functions in PHP 
for date and time are discussed below. 

PHP date() Function 
The PHP date() function converts a timestamp to a more readable date and 
time format. 

Why do we need the date() function? 
The computer stores dates and times in a format called UNIX Timestamp, 
which measures time as number of seconds since the beginning of the Unix 
epoch (midnight Greenwich Mean Time on January 1, 1970 i.e. January 1, 
1970 00:00:00 GMT ). 



Since this is an impractical format for humans to read, PHP converts a 
timestamp to a format that is readable and more understandable to humans. 
Syntax: 
date(format, timestamp) 

Explanation: 
1. The format parameter in the date() function specifies the format of 

returned date and time. 
2. Timestamp is an optional parameter,if it is not included then current date 

and time will be used. 
 

1. <?php  
 
2. echo "Today's date is :";  
3. $today = date("d/m/Y");  
4. echo $today;  

 
5. ?>  

Output: 
Today's date is :05/12/2017 

Formatting options available in date() function: The format parameter of 
the date() function is a string that can contain multiple characters allowing to 
generate dates in various formats. 
Date-related formatting characters that are commonly used in format string: 
 d – Represents day of the month; two digits with leading zeros (01 or 31). 
 D – Represents day of the week in text as an abbreviation (Mon to Sun). 
 m – Represents month in numbers with leading zeros (01 or 12). 
 M – Represents month in text, abbreviated (Jan to Dec). 
 y – Represents year in two digits (08 or 14). 
 Y – Represents year in four digits (2008 or 2014). 
The parts of the date can be separated by inserting other characters, like 
hyphens (-), dots (.), slashes (/), or spaces to add additional visual 
formatting. 
 

<?php  
echo "Today's date in various formats:" . "\n";  
   
echo date("d/m/Y") . "\n";  
echo date("d-m-Y") . "\n";  
echo date("d.m.Y") . "\n";  
echo date("d.M.Y/D");  
?>  



Output: 
Today's date in various formats: 

05/12/2017 

05-12-2017 

05.12.2017 

05.Dec.2017/Tue 

The following characters can be used along with date() function to format the 
time string: 

 h – Represents hour in 12-hour format with leading zeros (01 to 12). 
 H – Represents hour in in 24-hour format with leading zeros (00 to 23). 
 i – Represents minutes with leading zeros (00 to 59). 
 s – Represents seconds with leading zeros (00 to 59). 
 a – Represents lowercase ante meridian and post meridian (am or pm). 
 A – Represents uppercase ante meridian and post meridian (AM or PM). 

 

<?php  
echo date("h:i:s") . "\n";  
echo date("M,d,Y h:i:s A") . "\n";  
echo date("h:i a");  
?>  

Output: 
03:04:17 

Dec,05,2017 03:04:17 PM 

03:04 pm 

PHP time() Function 
The time() function is used to get the current time as a Unix timestamp (the 
number of seconds since the beginning of the Unix epoch: January 1 1970 
00:00:00 GMT). 

The following characters can be used to format the time string: 

 h – Represents hour in 12-hour format with leading zeros (01 to 12). 
 H – Represents hour in in 24-hour format with leading zeros (00 to 23). 
 i – Represents minutes with leading zeros (00 to 59). 
 s – Represents seconds with leading zeros (00 to 59). 
 a – Represents lowercase ante meridian and post meridian (am or pm). 
 A – Represents uppercase ante meridian and post meridian (AM or PM). 

Below program explains usage of time() function in PHP: 



 

<?php  
   
$timestamp = time();  
echo($timestamp);  
echo "\n";  
echo(date("F d, Y h:i:s A", $timestamp));  
   
?>  
Output: 
1512486297 

December 05, 2017 03:04:57 PM 

PHP set Timezone Programmatically 

The date_default_timezone_set function allows you to set the default time zone 
from a PHP script.The set time zone will then be used by all date php function 
scripts. It has the following syntax. 

<?php 
date_default_timezone_set ( string $timezone_identifier ); 
?> 

HERE, 

 “date_default_timezone_set()” is the function that sets the default time 
zone 

 “string $timezone_identifier” is the time zone identifier 

The script below displays the time according to the default time zone set in 
php.ini. 

It then changes the default time zone to Asia/Calcutta and displays the time 
again. 

<?php 
echo "The time in " . date_default_timezone_get() . " is " . date("H:i:s"); 
 
date_default_timezone_set("Asia/Calcutta"); 
echo "The time in " . date_default_timezone_get() . " is " . date("H:i:s"); 
?> 
 



PHP Arrays 

PHP array is an ordered map (contains value on the basis of key). It is used to 
hold multiple values of similar type in a single variable. 

Advantage of PHP Array 

Less Code: We don't need to define multiple variables. 

Easy to traverse: By the help of single loop, we can traverse all the elements 
of an array. 

Sorting: We can sort the elements of array. 

PHP Array Types 

There are 3 types of array in PHP. 

1. Indexed Array 

2. Associative Array 

3. Multidimensional Array 

PHP Indexed Array 

PHP indexed array is an array which is represented by an index number by 
default. All elements of array are represented by an index number which 
starts from 0.PHP indexed array can store numbers, strings or any object. PHP 
indexed array is also known as numeric array. 

There are two ways to define indexed array: 

1st way: 

$season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");   

2nd way: 

1. $season[0]="summer";   
2. $season[1]="winter";   
3. $season[2]="spring";   
4. $season[3]="autumn";   



Example 

File: array1.php 
1. <?php   

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");   

3. echo "Season are: $season[0], $season[1], $season[2] and $season[3]";   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Season are: summer, winter, spring and autumn 

Traversing PHP Indexed Array 

We can easily traverse array in PHP using foreach loop. Let's see a simple 
example to traverse all the elements of PHP array. 

File: array3.php 
1. <?php   

2. $size=array("Big","Medium","Short");   

3. foreach( $size as $s )   

4. {   

5.   echo "Size is: $s<br />";   

6. }   

7. ?>   

Output: 

Size is: Big 
Size is: Medium 
Size is: Short 

Count Length of PHP Indexed Array 

PHP provides count() function which returns length of an array. 

1. <?php   

2. $size=array("Big","Medium","Short");   

3. echo count($size);   

4. ?>   

Output: 

3 



PHP Associative Array 

PHP allows you to associate name/label with each array elements in PHP 
using => symbol. Such way, you can easily remember the element because 
each element is represented by label than an incremented number. 

There are two ways to define associative array: 

1st way: 

$salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");
   

2nd way: 

1. $salary["Sonoo"]="550000";   
2. $salary["Vimal"]="250000";   
3. $salary["Ratan"]="200000";   

Example 

File: arrayassociative1.php 

1. <?php     

2. $salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");   

3. echo "Sonoo salary: ".$salary["Sonoo"]."<br/>";   

4. echo "Vimal salary: ".$salary["Vimal"]."<br/>";   

5. echo "Ratan salary: ".$salary["Ratan"]."<br/>";   

6. ?>     

Output: 

Sonoo salary: 550000 
Vimal salary: 250000 
Ratan salary: 200000 

 
File: arrayassociative2.php 

1. <?php     

2. $salary["Sonoo"]="550000";   

3. $salary["Vimal"]="250000";   

4. $salary["Ratan"]="200000";    

5. echo "Sonoo salary: ".$salary["Sonoo"]."<br/>";   



6. echo "Vimal salary: ".$salary["Vimal"]."<br/>";   

7. echo "Ratan salary: ".$salary["Ratan"]."<br/>";   

8. ?>     

Output: 

Sonoo salary: 550000 
Vimal salary: 250000 
Ratan salary: 200000 

Traversing PHP Associative Array 

By the help of PHP for each loop, we can easily traverse the elements of PHP 
associative array. 

1. <?php     

2. $salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");   

3. foreach($salary as $k => $v) {   

4. echo "Key: ".$k." Value: ".$v."<br/>";   

5. }   

6. ?>     

Output: 

Key: Sonoo Value: 550000 
Key: Vimal Value: 250000 
Key: Ratan Value: 200000 

PHP Multidimensional Array 

PHP multidimensional array is also known as array of arrays. It allows you to store tabular 

data in an array. PHP multidimensional array can be represented in the form of matrix which 
is represented by row * column. 

Definition 

1. $emp = array   

2.   (   

3.   array(1,"sonoo",400000),   

4.   array(2,"john",500000),   

5.   array(3,"rahul",300000)   

6.   );   



PHP Multidimensional Array Example 

Let's see a simple example of PHP multidimensional array to display following 
tabular data. In this example, we are displaying 3 rows and 3 columns. 

Id Name Salary 

1 sonoo 400000 

2 john 500000 

3 rahul 300000 

File: multiarray.php 

1. <?php     

2. $emp = array   

3.   (   

4.   array(1,"sonoo",400000),   

5.   array(2,"john",500000),   

6.   array(3,"rahul",300000)   

7.   );   

8.    

9. for ($row = 0; $row < 3; $row++) {   

10.   for ($col = 0; $col < 3; $col++) {   

11.     echo $emp[$row][$col]."  ";   

12.   }   

13.   echo "<br/>";   

14. }   

15. ?>     

Output: 

1 sonoo 400000  
2 john 500000  
3 rahul 300000  

PHP Array Functions 

PHP provides various array functions to access and manipulate the elements 
of array. The important PHP array functions are given below. 



1) PHP array() function 

PHP array() function creates and returns an array. It allows you to create 
indexed, associative and multidimensional arrays. 

Syntax 

array array ([ mixed $... ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");     

3. echo "Season are: $season[0], $season[1], $season[2] and $season[3]";     

4. ?>     

Output: 

Season are: summer, winter, spring and autumn 

2) PHP array_change_key_case() function 

PHP array_change_key_case() function changes the case of all key of an array. 

Note: It changes case of key only. 

Syntax 

array array_change_key_case ( array $array [, int $case = CASE_LOWER ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");     

3. print_r(array_change_key_case($salary,CASE_UPPER));    

4. ?>     

Output: 

Array ( [SONOO] => 550000 [VIMAL] => 250000 [RATAN] => 200000 ) 

 

 



Example 

1. <?php     

2. $salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");     

3. print_r(array_change_key_case($salary,CASE_LOWER));    

4. ?>     

Output: 

Array ( [sonoo] => 550000 [vimal] => 250000 [ratan] => 200000 ) 

3) PHP array_chunk() function 

PHP array_chunk() function splits array into chunks. By using array_chunk() 
method, you can divide array into many parts. 

Syntax 

array array_chunk ( array $array , int $size [, bool $preserve_keys = false ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $salary=array("Sonoo"=>"550000","Vimal"=>"250000","Ratan"=>"200000");     

3. print_r(array_chunk($salary,2));    

4. ?>     

Output: 

Array (  
[0] => Array ( [0] => 550000 [1] => 250000 )  
[1] => Array ( [0] => 200000 ) 
) 

4) PHP count() function 

PHP count() function counts all elements in an array. 

Syntax 

int count ( mixed $array_or_countable [, int $mode = COUNT_NORMAL ] )   

Example 



1. <?php     

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");     

3. echo count($season);     

4. ?>     

Output: 

4 

5) PHP sort() function 

PHP sort() function sorts all the elements in an array. 

Syntax 

1. bool sort ( array &$array [, int $sort_flags = SORT_REGULAR ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");     

3. sort($season);   

4. foreach( $season as $s )     

5. {     

6.   echo "$s<br />";     

7. }     

8. ?>     

Output: 

autumn 
spring 
summer 
winter 

6) PHP array_reverse() function 

PHP array_reverse() function returns an array containing elements in 
reversed order. 

Syntax 

array array_reverse ( array $array [, bool $preserve_keys = false ] )   



Example 

1. <?php     

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");     

3. $reverseseason=array_reverse($season);   

4. foreach( $reverseseason as $s )     

5. {     

6.   echo "$s<br />";     

7. }     

8. ?>     

Output: 

autumn 
spring 
winter 
summer 

7) PHP array_search() function 

PHP array_search() function searches the specified value in an array. It 
returns key if search is successful. 

Syntax 

mixed array_search ( mixed $needle , array $haystack [, bool $strict = false ] ) 
  

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $season=array("summer","winter","spring","autumn");     

3. $key=array_search("spring",$season);   

4. echo $key;     

5. ?>     

Output: 

2 

8) PHP array_intersect() function 

PHP array_intersect() function returns the intersection of two array. In other 
words, it returns the matching elements of two array. 



Syntax 

array array_intersect ( array $array1 , array $array2 [, array $... ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $name1=array("sonoo","john","vivek","smith");     

3. $name2=array("umesh","sonoo","kartik","smith");     

4. $name3=array_intersect($name1,$name2);   

5. foreach( $name3 as $n )     

6. {     

7.   echo "$n<br />";     

8. }     

9. ?>     

Output: 

sonoo 
smith 
 

PHP Functions 

PHP function is a piece of code that can be reused many times. It can take 
input as argument list and return value. There are thousands of built-in 
functions in PHP. 

In PHP, we can define Conditional function, Function within Function and 
Recursive function also. 

Advantage of PHP Functions 

Code Reusability: PHP functions are defined only once and can be invoked 
many times, like in other programming languages. 

Less Code: It saves a lot of code because you don't need to write the logic 
many times. By the use of function, you can write the logic only once and 
reuse it. 



Easy to understand: PHP functions separate the programming logic. So it is 
easier to understand the flow of the application because every logic is divided 
in the form of functions. 

PHP User-defined Functions 

We can declare and call user-defined functions easily. Let's see the syntax to 
declare user-defined functions. 

Syntax 

1. function functionname(){   

2. //code to be executed   

3. }   

 

Note: Function name must be start with letter and underscore only like other labels 

in PHP. It can't be start with numbers or special symbols. 

PHP Functions Example 

File: function1.php  

1. <?php   

2. function sayHello(){   

3. echo "Hello PHP Function";   

4. }   

5. sayHello();//calling function   

6. ?>   

Output: 

Hello PHP Function  

PHP Parameterized Function 
PHP Parameterized functions are the functions with parameters. You can pass 
any number of parameters inside a function. These passed parameters act as 
variables inside your function. 

They are specified inside the parentheses, after the function name. 

The output depends upon the dynamic values passed as the parameters into 
the function. 



PHP Parameterized Example 1 

Addition and Subtraction 

In this example, we have passed two parameters $x and $y inside two 
functions add() and sub(). 

1. <!DOCTYPE html>   

2. <html>   

3. <head>   

4.     <title>Parameter Addition and Subtraction Example</title>   

5. </head>   

6. <body>   

7. <?php   

8.         //Adding two numbers   

9.          function add($x, $y) {   

10.             $sum = $x + $y;   

11.             echo "Sum of two numbers is = $sum <br><br>";   

12.          }    

13.          add(467, 943);   

14.    

15.          //Subtracting two numbers   

16.          function sub($x, $y) {   

17.             $diff = $x - $y;   

18.             echo "Difference between two numbers is = $diff";   

19.          }    

20.          sub(943, 467);   

21.       ?>   

22. </body>   

23. </html>   

Output: 

 



PHP Call By Value 
PHP allows you to call function by value and reference both. In case of PHP 
call by value, actual value is not modified if it is modified inside the function. 

Let's understand the concept of call by value by the help of examples. 

Example 1 

In this example, variable $str is passed to the adder function where it is 
concatenated with 'Call By Value' string. But, printing $str variable results 
'Hello' only. It is because changes are done in the local variable $str2 only. It 
doesn't reflect to $str variable. 

1. <?php   

2. function adder($str2)   

3. {   

4.     $str2 .= 'Call By Value';   

5. }   

6. $str = 'Hello ';   

7. adder($str);   

8. echo $str;   

9. ?>   

Output: 

Hello 

Example 2 

Let's understand PHP call by value concept through another example. 

1. <?php   

2. function increment($i)   

3. {   

4.     $i++;   

5. }   

6. $i = 10;   

7. increment($i);   

8. echo $i;   

9. ?>   

Output: 

10 



PHP Call By Reference 
In case of PHP call by reference, actual value is modified if it is modified 
inside the function. In such case, you need to use & (ampersand) symbol 
with formal arguments. The & represents reference of the variable. 

Let's understand the concept of call by reference by the help of examples. 

Example 1 

In this example, variable $str is passed to the adder function where it is 
concatenated with 'Call By Reference' string. Here, printing $str variable 
results 'This is Call By Reference'. It is because changes are done in the 
actual variable $str.  

1. <?php   

2. function adder(&$str2)   

3. {   

4.     $str2 .= 'Call By Reference';   

5. }   

6. $str = 'This is ';   

7. adder($str);   

8. echo $str;   

9. ?>   

Output: 

This is Call By Reference 

Example 2 

Let's understand PHP call by reference concept through another example. 

1. <?php   

2. function increment(&$i)   

3. {   

4.     $i++;   

5. }   

6. $i = 10;   

7. increment($i);   

8. echo $i;   

9. ?>   

Output: 

11 



PHP Default Argument Values Function 
PHP allows you to define C++ style default argument values. In such case, if 
you don't pass any value to the function, it will use default argument value. 

Let' see the simple example of using PHP default arguments in function. 

Example 1 

1. <?php   

2. function sayHello($name="Ram"){   

3. echo "Hello $name<br/>";   

4. }   

5. sayHello("Sonoo");   

6. sayHello();//passing no value   

7. sayHello("Vimal");   

8. ?>   
Output: 

Hello Sonoo 

Hello Ram 

Hello Vimal 

Since PHP 5, you can use the concept of default argument value with call by 

reference also. 

Example 2 

1. <?php     

2. function greeting($first="Sonoo",$last="Jaiswal"){     

3. echo "Greeting: $first $last<br/>";     

4. }     

5. greeting();   

6. greeting("Rahul");   

7. greeting("Michael","Clark");   

8. ?>     

Output: 

Greeting: Sonoo Jaiswal 

Greeting: Rahul Jaiswal 

Greeting: Michael Clark 



Example 3 

1. <?php   

2. function add($n1=10,$n2=10){   

3. $n3=$n1+$n2;   

4. echo "Addition is: $n3<br/>";   

5. }   

6. add();   

7. add(20);   

8. add(40,40);   

9. ?>   

Output: 

Addition is: 20 

Addition is: 30 

Addition is: 80  

PHP Variable Length Argument Function 
PHP supports variable length argument function. It means you can pass 0, 1 or 
n number of arguments in function. To do so, you need to use 3 ellipses (dots) 
before the argument name. 

The 3 dot concept is implemented for variable length argument since PHP 5.6. 

Let's see a simple example of PHP variable length argument function. 

1. <?php   

2. function add(...$numbers) {   

3.     $sum = 0;   

4.     foreach ($numbers as $n) {   

5.         $sum += $n;   

6.     }   

7.     return $sum;   

8. }   

9.    

10. echo add(1, 2, 3, 4);   

11. ?>   

Output: 

10  



PHP Recursive Function 
PHP also supports recursive function call like C/C++. In such case, we call 
current function within function. It is also known as recursion.  

It is recommended to avoid recursive function call over 200 recursion level 
because it may smash the stack and may cause the termination of script. 

Example 1: Printing number 

1. <?php     

2. function display($number) {     

3.     if($number<=5){     

4.      echo "$number <br/>";     

5.      display($number+1);     

6.     }   

7. }     

8.      

9. display(1);     

10. ?>     
Output: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Example 2 : Factorial Number 

1. <?php     

2. function factorial($n)     

3. {     

4.     if ($n < 0)     

5.         return -1; /*Wrong value*/     

6.     if ($n == 0)     

7.         return 1; /*Terminating condition*/     

8.     return ($n * factorial ($n -1));     

9. }     

10.      

11. echo factorial(5);     

12. ?>     

Output: 

120 



UNIT-3 

PHP File Permissions 

File permissions specify what you can do with a particular file in the system 
e.g., reading, writing or executing the file. Notice that PHP 
automatically grants appropriate permissions behind the scenes. For example, 
if you create a new file for writing, PHP automatically grants read and write 
permissions to you. 

In addition, PHP also provides some useful functions for checking and 
changing the file permissions. 

PHP checking file permissions 

PHP gives you three handy functions that allow you to check file permissions: 

 is_readable() returns true if you are allowed to read the file, otherwise 
returns false. 

 is_writable() returns true if you are allowed to write the file, otherwise 
returns false. 

 is_executable() returns true if you are allowed to execute the file, 
otherwise returns false. 

Let’s take a look at the following example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<?php  

$fn = './test.text'; 

 $msg = is_readable($fn) ? $msg = 'File is readable': $msg = 'File is not readable'; 

echo $msg . '<br/>'; 

 $msg = is_writable($fn) ? $msg = 'File is writable': $msg = 'File is not writable'; 

 echo $msg . '<br/>'; 

 $msg = is_executable($fn) ? $msg = 'File is executable': $msg = 'File is not executable'; 

 echo $msg . '<br/>'; 

?> 



PHP changing file permissions 

To change the file permissions, or mode, you use chmod() function. First, you 
need to pass the name of the file that you want to set permission. Second, you 
need to specify the desired permission. The chmod() function returns true if 
the permission was set successfully otherwise it returns false. 

A file permission is represented by an octal number that contains three digits: 

 The first digit specifies what the owner of the file can do with file. 
 The second digit specifies what the owner group of the file can do with 

the file. 
 The third digit specifies what everyone can do with the file. 

The following table illustrates the value of each digit that represents the 
access permission for particular users ( user, user group or everyone) : 

Value Permission 

0 cannot read, write or execute 

1 can only execute 

2 can only write 

3 can write and execute 

4 can only read 

5 can read and execute 

6 can read and write 

7 can read, write and execute 

For example, to set a permission that only creator or owner can read and 
write a file, everyone else only can read the file, we use the following code: 

 
<?php  $fn = './test.txt'; chmod($fn, 0644);?> 



PHP File Handling 
PHP File System allows us to create file, read file line by line, read file 
character by character, write file, append file, delete file and close file. 

PHP Open File - fopen() 
The PHP fopen() function is used to open a file. 

Syntax 

resource fopen ( string $filename , string $mode [, bool $use_include_path = fal
se [, resource $context ]] )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $handle = fopen("c:\\folder\\file.txt", "r");   

3. ?>   

PHP Close File - fclose() 
The PHP fclose() function is used to close an open file pointer. 

Syntax 

bool fclose ( resource $handle )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. fclose($handle);   

3. ?> 

PHP Open File 
PHP fopen() function is used to open file or URL and returns resource. The 
fopen() function accepts two arguments: $filename and $mode. The $filename 
represents the file to be opended and $mode represents the file mode for 
example read-only, read-write, write-only etc. 

Syntax 

resource fopen ( string $filename , string $mode [, bool $use_include_path = fal
se [, resource $context ]] )   



PHP Open File Mode 

Mode Description 

r Opens file in read-only mode. It places the file pointer at the beginning of the 

file. 

r+ Opens file in read-write mode. It places the file pointer at the beginning of the 

file. 

w Opens file in write-only mode. It places the file pointer to the beginning of the 

file and truncates the file to zero length. If file is not found, it creates a new file. 

w+ Opens file in read-write mode. It places the file pointer to the beginning of the 

file and truncates the file to zero length. If file is not found, it creates a new file. 

a Opens file in write-only mode. It places the file pointer to the end of the file. If 

file is not found, it creates a new file. 

a+ Opens file in read-write mode. It places the file pointer to the end of the file. If 

file is not found, it creates a new file. 

x Creates and opens file in write-only mode. It places the file pointer at the 

beginning of the file. If file is found, fopen() function returns FALSE. 

x+ It is same as x but it creates and opens file in read-write mode. 

c Opens file in write-only mode. If the file does not exist, it is created. If it exists, 

it is neither truncated (as opposed to 'w'), nor the call to this function fails (as is 

the case with 'x'). The file pointer is positioned on the beginning of the file 

c+ It is same as c but it opens file in read-write mode. 

PHP Open File Example 

1. <?php   



2. $handle = fopen("c:\\folder\\file.txt", "r");   

3. ?>   

PHP Read File 
PHP provides various functions to read data from file. There are different 
functions that allow you to read all file data, read data line by line and read 
data character by character. 

The available PHP file read functions are given below. 

o fread() 

o fgets() 

o fgetc() 

PHP Read File - fread() 
The PHP fread() function is used to read data of the file. It requires two 
arguments: file resource and file size. 

Syntax 
string fread (resource $handle , int $length )   

$handle represents file pointer that is created by fopen() function. 

$length represents length of byte to be read. 

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $filename = "c:\\file1.txt";     

3. $fp = fopen($filename, "r");//open file in read mode     

4.    

5. $contents = fread($fp, filesize($filename));//read file     

6.    

7. echo "<pre>$contents</pre>";//printing data of file   

8. fclose($fp);//close file     

9. ?>     

Output 

this is first line 
this is another line 
this is third line 



PHP Read File - fgets() 
The PHP fgets() function is used to read single line from the file. 

Syntax 
string fgets ( resource $handle [, int $length ] )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $fp = fopen("c:\\file1.txt", "r");//open file in read mode     

3. echo fgets($fp);   

4. fclose($fp);   

5. ?>     

Output  
this is first line 

PHP Read File - fgetc() 
The PHP fgetc() function is used to read single character from the file. To get 
all data using fgetc() function, use !feof() function inside the while loop. 

Syntax 
string fgetc ( resource $handle )   

Example 

1. <?php     

2. $fp = fopen("c:\\file1.txt", "r");//open file in read mode     

3. while(!feof($fp)) {   

4.   echo fgetc($fp);   

5. }   

6. fclose($fp);   

7. ?>     

Output 
this is first line this is another line this is third line 

PHP Write File 
PHP fwrite() and fputs() functions are used to write data into file. To write 
data into file, you need to use w, r+, w+, x, x+, c or c+ mode. 

PHP Write File - fwrite() 
The PHP fwrite() function is used to write content of the string into file. 



Syntax 
int fwrite ( resource $handle , string $string [, int $length ] )   

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $fp = fopen('data.txt', 'w');//opens file in write-only mode   

3. fwrite($fp, 'welcome ');   

4. fwrite($fp, 'to php file write');   

5. fclose($fp);   

6.    

7. echo "File written successfully";   

8. ?>   

Output: data.txt 
welcome to php file write 

PHP Overwriting File 
If you run the above code again, it will erase the previous data of the file and 
writes the new data. Let's see the code that writes only new data into data.txt 
file. 

1. <?php   

2. $fp = fopen('data.txt', 'w');//opens file in write-only mode   

3. fwrite($fp, 'hello');   

4. fclose($fp);   

5.    

6. echo "File written successfully";   

7. ?>   

Output: data.txt 
hello 

PHP Append to File 
You can append data into file by using a or a+ mode in fopen() function. Let's 
see a simple example that appends data into data.txt file. 

Let's see the data of file first. 

data.txt 

welcome to php file write 



PHP Append to File - fwrite() 
The PHP fwrite() function is used to write and append data into file. 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $fp = fopen('data.txt', 'a');//opens file in append mode   

3. fwrite($fp, ' this is additional text ');   

4. fwrite($fp, 'appending data');   

5. fclose($fp);   

6.    

7. echo "File appended successfully";   

8. ?>   

Output: data.txt 
welcome to php file write this is additional text appending data 

PHP Delete File 
In PHP, we can delete any file using unlink() function. The unlink() function 
accepts one argument only: file name. It is similar to UNIX C unlink() function. 
PHP unlink() generates E_WARNING level error if file is not deleted. It returns 
TRUE if file is deleted successfully otherwise FALSE. 

Syntax 
bool unlink ( string $filename [, resource $context ] )   

$filename represents the name of the file to be deleted. 

PHP Delete File Example 

1. <?php       

2. $status=unlink('data.txt');     

3. if($status){   

4. echo "File deleted successfully";     

5. }else{   

6. echo "Sorry!";     

7. }   

8. ?>   

Output 
File deleted successfully 



PHP Directories: 

Create Directory 

PHP | mkdir( ) Function 

The mkdir() creates a new directory with the specified pathname. The path 
and mode are sent as parameters to the mkdir() function and it returns TRUE 
on success or FALSE on failure. 
The mode parameter in mkdir() function is ignored on Windows platforms. 
Syntax: 
mkdir(path, mode, recursive, context) 
Parameters Used: 
The mkdir() function in PHP accepts four parameters. 

1. path : It is a mandatory parameter which specifies the path. 
2. mode : It is an optional parameter which specifies permission. 

The mode parameter consists of four numbers: 
 The first number is always zero. 
 The second number specifies permissions for the owner. 
 The third number specifies permissions for the owner’s user group. 
 The fourth number specifies permissions for everybody else. 

The set of possible values are : 

 1 = execute permissions 
 2 = write permissions 
 4 = read permissions 

Multiple permissions can be set by adding up the following numbers. 

3. recursive: It is an optional parameter which can be used to set recursive 
mode. 

4. context : It is an optional parameter which specifies the behavior of the 
stream. 

Return Value: 
It returns TRUE on success or FALSE on failure. 
Errors And Exception: 

1. Mode parameter in the mkdir() function must be specified in octal 
representation making it lead with a zero. 

2. An E_WARNING level error is generated if the directory already exists. 
3. An E_WARNING level error is generated if the relevant permissions 

prevent creating the directory. 
 



Below programs illustrate the mkdir() function. 

Program 1 
<?php   
// making a directory with default mode i.e 0777  
mkdir("/documents/gfg/articles/");  
?>  
Output: 
1 

Program 2 
<?php   
// making a directory with the provision of all  
// permissions to the owner and the owner's user group  
mkdir("/documents/gfg/articles/", 0770)  
?>  
Output: 
1 

Program 3 
<?php   
$nest = './node1/node2/node3/';  
// creating a nested structure directory  
if (!mkdir($nest, 0777, true))   
  {  
     echo('Folders cannot be created recursively');  
  }  
else 
  {  
     echo('Folders created recursively');  
  }  
?>  
Output: 
Folders created recursively 

Remove Directory 

PHP | rmdir( ) Function 

The rmdir() function in PHP is an inbuilt function which is used to remove an 
empty directory. It is mandatory for the directory to be empty, and it must 
have the relevant permissions which are required to delete the directory. 
The directory to be deleted is sent as a parameter to the rmdir() function and 
it returns True on success or False on failure. 

Syntax: 



rmdir(dirname, context) 
Parameters Used: 
The rmdir() function in PHP accepts two parameters. 

1. dirname : It is a mandatory parameter which specifies the directory to be 
deleted. 

2. context : It is an optional parameter which specifies the behavior of the 
stream . 

Return Value: 
It returns True on success or False on failure. 
Errors And Exception 

1. The rmdir() function generates an E_WARNING level error on failure. 
2. opendir() must be closed before using rmdir() function else it gives 

permission denied error. 
3. PHP checks whether the directory in which the script is operating has the 

same UID (owner) as the script that is being executed when it is in safe 
mode. 

 

Below programs illustrate the rmdir() function. 

Program 1 
<?php  
// creating a directory named gfg  
mkdir('gfg');  
$dirname= "gfg";  
   
// removing directory using rmdir()  
rmdir($dirname);  
?>  
Output: 
1 

Program 2 
<?php  
// creating a directory named gfg  
 $dirname = "gfg";  
   
// removing directory using rmdir()  
if(rmdir($dirname))  
{  
  echo ("$dirname successfully removed");  
}  
else 
{  



 echo ($dirname . "couldn't be removed");   
}  
?>  
Output: 
gfg successfully removed 

Change Directory 

php | chdir() Function 

The chdir() function in PHP used to change PHP’s current directory to new 
directory path. It takes only a single argument as new directory path. 
Syntax : 
bool chdir(string $new_directory_path) 
Parameters Used : This function accepts only one parameter and which is 
mandatory to be passed. 
 $new_directory_path : This parameter represents the new directory path 

(i.e. destination path). 
Return Value : It returns a boolean operator as return value, but actually 
changes the current directory as desired. 
Errors and Exceptions : 
This function returns TRUE on success and FALSE on failure. So, it gives 
an error / E_WARNING on failure. Generally, failure conditions occur when 
the destination directory path is not valid. 
Applicable versions : 
This function is applicable in PHP 4, PHP 5, PHP 7. 
Program 1: 
<?php  
// To get current working directory  
echo getcwd() . "<br>";  
   
// Change directory function  
chdir("testing_gfg");  
   
// To get current working directory  
echo getcwd();  
?>   
Output : 
/var/www/html 

/var/www/html/testing_gfg 

Initially current working directory was ‘/var/www/html’. After applying 
chdir() function, current working directory changed to 



‘/var/www/html/testing_gfg’ directory. Similarly, chdir() function can be 
used to change directory. 
Program 2: 
<?php  
// To get current working directory  
echo getcwd() . "<br>";  
   
// Change directory function  
chdir("GFG/Geeks");  
   
// To get current working directory  
echo getcwd();  
?>   
Output : 
/home 

/home/GFG/Geeks 

PHP Form Handling: 

What is the Form? 

A Document that containing black fields, that the user can fill the data or user 
can select the data.Casually the data will store in the data base 

Example 

Below example shows the form with some specific actions by using post 
method. 

<html> 
    
   <head> 
      <title>PHP Form Validation</title> 
   </head> 
    
   <body> 
      <?php 
          
         // define variables and set to empty values 
         $name = $email = $gender = $comment = $website = ""; 
          
         if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 
            $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 
            $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 
            $website = test_input($_POST["website"]); 
            $comment = test_input($_POST["comment"]); 



            $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 
         } 
          
         function test_input($data) { 
            $data = trim($data); 
            $data = stripslashes($data); 
            $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 
            return $data; 
         } 
      ?> 
    
      <h2>Tutorials Point Absolute classes registration</h2> 
       
      <form method = "post" action = "/php/php_form_introduction.htm"> 
         <table> 
            <tr> 
               <td>Name:</td>  
               <td><input type = "text" name = "name"></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>E-mail:</td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "email"></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Specific Time:</td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "website"></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Class details:</td> 
               <td><textarea name = "comment" rows = "5" cols = "40"></textarea></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Gender:</td> 
               <td> 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "female">Female 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "male">Male 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td> 



                  <input type = "submit" name = "submit" value = "Submit">  
               </td> 
            </tr> 
         </table> 
      </form> 
       
      <?php 
         echo "<h2>Your Given details are as :</h2>"; 
         echo $name; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $email; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $website; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $comment; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $gender; 
      ?> 
       
   </body> 
</html> 

It will produce the following result − 

 

What is Validation ? 

Validation means check the input submitted by the user. There are two types 
of validation are available in PHP. They are as follows − 



 Client-Side Validation − Validation is performed on the client machine 
web browsers. 

 Server Side Validation − After submitted by data, The data has sent to 
a server and perform validation checks in server machine. 

Some of Validation rules for field 

Field Validation Rules 

Name Should required letters and white-spaces 

Email Should required @ and . 

Website Should required a valid URL 

Radio Must be selectable at least once 

Check Box Must be checkable at least once 

Drop Down menu Must be selectable at least once 

Valid URL 
Below code shows validation of URL 
$website = input($_POST["site"]); 
 
if (!preg_match("/\b(?:(?:https?|ftp):\/\/|www\.)[-a-z0-9+&@#\/%?=~_|!:,.;]*[-a-z0-
9+&@#\/%=~_|]/i",$website)) { 
   $websiteErr = "Invalid URL";  
} 

Above syntax will verify whether a given URL is valid or not. It should allow 
some keywords as https, ftp, www, a-z, 0-9,..etc.. 

Valid Email 



Below code shows validation of Email address 

$email = input($_POST["email"]); 
 
if (!filter_var($email, FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL)) { 
   $emailErr = "Invalid format and please re-enter valid email";  
} 

Above syntax will verify whether given Email address is well-formed or not.if it is not, it 
will show an error message. 

Example 

Example below shows the form with required field validation 

<html> 
    
   <head> 
      <style> 
         .error {color: #FF0000;} 
      </style> 
   </head> 
    
   <body> 
      <?php 
         // define variables and set to empty values 
         $nameErr = $emailErr = $genderErr = $websiteErr = ""; 
         $name = $email = $gender = $comment = $website = ""; 
          
         if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 
            if (empty($_POST["name"])) { 
               $nameErr = "Name is required"; 
            }else { 
               $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["email"])) { 
               $emailErr = "Email is required"; 
            }else { 
               $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 
                
               // check if e-mail address is well-formed 
               if (!filter_var($email, FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL)) { 
                  $emailErr = "Invalid email format";  
               } 
            } 
             



            if (empty($_POST["website"])) { 
               $website = ""; 
            }else { 
               $website = test_input($_POST["website"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["comment"])) { 
               $comment = ""; 
            }else { 
               $comment = test_input($_POST["comment"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["gender"])) { 
               $genderErr = "Gender is required"; 
            }else { 
               $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 
            } 
         } 
          
         function test_input($data) { 
            $data = trim($data); 
            $data = stripslashes($data); 
            $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 
            return $data; 
         } 
      ?> 
      
      <h2>Absolute classes registration</h2> 
      
      <p><span class = "error">* required field.</span></p> 
      
      <form method = "post" action = "<?php  
         echo htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>"> 
         <table> 
            <tr> 
               <td>Name:</td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "name"> 
                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $nameErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
            
            <tr> 
               <td>E-mail: </td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "email"> 
                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $emailErr;?></span> 



               </td> 
            </tr> 
            
            <tr> 
               <td>Time:</td> 
               <td> <input type = "text" name = "website"> 
                  <span class = "error"><?php echo $websiteErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Classes:</td> 
               <td> <textarea name = "comment" rows = "5" cols = "40"></textarea></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Gender:</td> 
               <td> 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "female">Female 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "male">Male 
                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $genderErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
     
            <td> 
               <input type = "submit" name = "submit" value = "Submit">  
            </td> 
     
         </table> 
    
      </form> 
       
      <?php 
         echo "<h2>Your given values are as:</h2>"; 
         echo $name; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $email; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $website; 
         echo "<br>"; 
          
         echo $comment; 
         echo "<br>"; 



          
         echo $gender; 
      ?> 
    
   </body> 
</html> 

It will produce the following result − 

 

The Complete PHP Form 

<html> 
    
   <head> 
      <style> 
         .error {color: #FF0000;} 
      </style> 
   </head> 
    
   <body>  
      <?php 
         // define variables and set to empty values 
         $nameErr = $emailErr = $genderErr = $websiteErr = ""; 
         $name = $email = $gender = $class = $course = $subject = ""; 



          
         if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 
            if (empty($_POST["name"])) { 
               $nameErr = "Name is required"; 
            }else { 
               $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["email"])) { 
               $emailErr = "Email is required"; 
            }else { 
               $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 
                
               // check if e-mail address is well-formed 
               if (!filter_var($email, FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL)) { 
                  $emailErr = "Invalid email format";  
               } 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["course"])) { 
               $course = ""; 
            }else { 
               $course = test_input($_POST["course"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["class"])) { 
               $class = ""; 
            }else { 
               $class = test_input($_POST["class"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["gender"])) { 
               $genderErr = "Gender is required"; 
            }else { 
               $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 
            } 
             
            if (empty($_POST["subject"])) { 
               $subjectErr = "You must select 1 or more"; 
            }else { 
               $subject = $_POST["subject"];  
            } 
         } 
          
         function test_input($data) { 



            $data = trim($data); 
            $data = stripslashes($data); 
            $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 
            return $data; 
         } 
      ?> 
   
      <h2>Absolute classes registration</h2> 
       
      <p><span class = "error">* required field.</span></p> 
       
      <form method = "POST" action = "<?php echo 
htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>"> 
         <table> 
            <tr> 
               <td>Name:</td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "name"> 
                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $nameErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>E-mail: </td> 
               <td><input type = "text" name = "email"> 
                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $emailErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Time:</td> 
               <td> <input type = "text" name = "course"> 
                  <span class = "error"><?php echo $websiteErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Classes:</td> 
               <td> <textarea name = "class" rows = "5" cols = "40"></textarea></td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Gender:</td> 
               <td> 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "female">Female 
                  <input type = "radio" name = "gender" value = "male">Male 



                  <span class = "error">* <?php echo $genderErr;?></span> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Select:</td> 
               <td> 
                  <select name = "subject[]" size = "4" multiple> 
                     <option value = "Android">Android</option> 
                     <option value = "Java">Java</option> 
                     <option value = "C#">C#</option> 
                     <option value = "Data Base">Data Base</option> 
                     <option value = "Hadoop">Hadoop</option> 
                     <option value = "VB script">VB script</option> 
                  </select> 
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td>Agree</td> 
               <td><input type = "checkbox" name = "checked" value = "1"></td> 
               <?php if(!isset($_POST['checked'])){ ?> 
               <span class = "error">* <?php echo "You must agree to terms";?></span> 
               <?php } ?>  
            </tr> 
             
            <tr> 
               <td> 
                  <input type = "submit" name = "submit" value = "Submit">  
               </td> 
            </tr> 
             
         </table> 
      </form> 
       
      <?php 
         echo "<h2>Your given values are as :</h2>"; 
         echo ("<p>Your name is $name</p>"); 
         echo ("<p> your email address is $email</p>"); 
         echo ("<p>Your class time at $course</p>"); 
         echo ("<p>your class info $class </p>"); 
         echo ("<p>your gender is $gender</p>"); 
          
         for($i = 0; $i < count($subject); $i++) { 
            echo($subject[$i] . " "); 



         } 
      ?> 
       
   </body> 
</html> 

It will produce the following result − 

 

PHP - Predefined Variables 

PHP provides a large number of predefined variables to any script which it runs. PHP 
provides an additional set of predefined arrays containing variables from the web 
server the environment, and user input. These new arrays are called superglobals − 

All the following variables are automatically available in every scope. 

PHP Superglobals 

Sr.No Variable & Description 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_predefined_variables.htm


1 
$GLOBALS 

Contains a reference to every variable which is currently available within the 
global scope of the script. The keys of this array are the names of the global 
variables. 

2 
$_SERVER 

This is an array containing information such as headers, paths, and script 
locations. The entries in this array are created by the web server. There is no 
guarantee that every web server will provide any of these. See next section for a 
complete list of all the SERVER variables. 

3 
$_GET 

An associative array of variables passed to the current script via the HTTP GET 
method. 

4 
$_POST 

An associative array of variables passed to the current script via the HTTP POST 
method. 

5 
$_FILES 

An associative array of items uploaded to the current script via the HTTP POST 
method. 

6 
$_REQUEST 

An associative array consisting of the contents of $_GET, $_POST, and $_COOKIE. 

7 
$_COOKIE 

An associative array of variables passed to the current script via HTTP cookies. 

8 
$_SESSION 

An associative array containing session variables available to the current script. 

9 
$_PHP_SELF 



A string containing PHP script file name in which it is called. 

10 
$php_errormsg 

$php_errormsg is a variable containing the text of the last error message 
generated by PHP. 

Error Handling 

Error handling is the process of catching errors raised by your program and 
then taking appropriate action. If you would handle errors properly then it 
may lead to many unforeseen consequences. 

Its very simple in PHP to handle an errors. 

Using die() function 

While writing your PHP program you should check all possible error 
condition before going ahead and take appropriate action when required. 

Try following example without having /tmp/test.xt file and with this file. 

<?php 
   if(!file_exists("/tmp/test.txt")) { 
      die("File not found"); 
   }else { 
      $file = fopen("/tmp/test.txt","r"); 
      print "Opend file sucessfully"; 
   } 
   // Test of the code here. 
?> 

Using above technique you can stop your program whenever it errors out and display 
more meaningful and user friendly message. 

Exception Handling 
An exception is unexpected program result that can be handled by the 
program itself. Exception Handling in PHP is almost similar to exception 
handling in all programming languages. 
PHP provides following specialized keywords for this purpose. 

 try: It represent block of code in which exception can arise. 
 catch: It represent block of code that will be executed when a particular 

exception has been thrown. 



 throw: It is used to throw an exception. It is also used to list the 
exceptions that a function throws, but doesn’t handle itself. 

 finally: It is used in place of catch block or after catch block basically it is 
put for cleanup activity in PHP code. 

Why Exception Handling in PHP ? 
Following are the main advantages of exception handling over error handling 
 Separation of error handling code from normal code: In traditional 

error handling code there is always if else block to handle errors. These 
conditions and code to handle errors got mixed so that becomes 
unreadable. With try Catch block code becomes readable. 

 Grouping of error types: In PHP both basic types and objects can be 
thrown as exception. It can create a hierarchy of exception objects, group 
exceptions in namespaces or classes, categorize them according to types. 

Exception handling in PHP: 
 Following code explains the flow of normal try catch block in PHP: 

 

<?php  
   
// PHP Program to illustrate normal  
// try catch block code  
function demo($var) {  
    echo " Before try block";  
    try {  
        echo "\n Inside try block";  
               
        // If var is zero then only if will be executed  
        if($var == 0)  
        {  
                   
            // If var is zero then only exception is thrown  
            throw new Exception('Number is zero.');  
                   
            // This line will never be executed  
            echo "\n After throw (It will never be executed)";  
        }  
    }  
           
    // Catch block will be executed only   
    // When Exception has been thrown by try block  
    catch(Exception $e) {  
            echo "\n Exception Caught", $e->getMessage();  



        }  
           
        // This line will be executed whether  
        // Exception has been thrown or not   
        echo "\n After catch (will be always executed)";  
}  
   
// Exception will not be rised  
demo(5);  
   
// Exception will be rised here  
demo(0);  
?>  
Output: 
 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 Exception CaughtNumber is zero. 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Following code explains the flow of normal try catch and finally block in 
PHP 
 

<?php  
   
// PHP Program to illustrate normal  
// try catch block code  
function demo($var) {  
       
    echo " Before try block";  
    try {  
        echo "\n Inside try block";  
               
        // If var is zerothen only if will be executed  
        if($var == 0) {  
                   
            // If var is zero then only exception is thrown  
            throw new Exception('Number is zero.');  
                   
            // This line will never be executed  



            echo "\n After throw it will never be executed";  
        }  
    }  
           
    // Catch block will be executed only   
    // When Exception has been thrown by try block  
    catch(Exception $e) {  
        echo "\n Exception Caught" . $e->getMessage();  
    }  
    finally {  
        echo "\n Here cleanup activity will be done";  
    }  
           
    // This line will be executed whether  
    // Exception has been thrown or not   
    echo "\n After catch it will be always executed";  
}  
   
// Exception will not be rised  
demo(5);  
   
// Exception will be rised here  
demo(0);  
?>  
Output: 
 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 Here cleanup activity will be done 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 Exception CaughtNumber is zero. 

 Here cleanup activity will be done 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Using Custom Exception Class 
 

<?php  
class myException extends Exception {  
    function get_Message() {  
           



        // Error message  
        $errorMsg = 'Error on line '.$this->getLine().  
                    ' in '.$this->getFile()  
        .$this->getMessage().' is number zero';  
        return $errorMsg;  
    }  
}  
   
function demo($a) {  
    try {  
       
        // Check if  
        if($a == 0) {  
            throw new myException($a);  
        }  
    }  
       
    catch (myException $e) {  
       
        // Display custom message  
        echo $e->get_Message();  
    }  
}  
   
// This will not generate any exception  
demo(5);  
   
// It will cause an exception  
demo(0);  
?>   
Output: 
Error on line 20 in /home/45ae8dc582d50df2790517e912980806.php0 is number 
zero 

 Set a Top Level Exception Handler: The set_exception_handler() 
function set all user defined function to all uncaught exception. 
 

<?php  
   
// PHP Program to illustrate normal  
// try catch block code  
   
// Function for Uncaught Exception  
function myException($exception) {  
       



    // Details of Uncaught Exception  
    echo "\nException: " . $exception->getMessage();  
}  
   
// Set Uncaught Exception handler  
set_exception_handler('myException');  
function demo($var) {  
       
    echo " Before try block";  
    try {  
        echo "\n Inside try block";  
               
        // If var is zero then only if will be executed  
        if($var == 0)  
        {  
                   
            // If var is zero then only exception is thrown  
            throw new Exception('Number is zero.');  
                   
            // This line will never be executed  
            echo "\n After throw (it will never be executed)";  
        }  
    }  
           
    // Catch block will be executed only   
    // When Exception has been thrown by try block  
    catch(Exception $e) {  
        echo "\n Exception Caught", $e->getMessage();  
    }  
           
    // This line will be executed whether  
    // Exception has been thrown or not   
    echo "\n After catch (will be always executed)";  
           
    if($var < 0) {   
           
        // Uncaught Exception  
        throw new Exception('Uncaught Exception occurred');  
    }  
}  
   
// Exception will not be rised  
demo(5);  
   
// Exception will be rised here  
demo(0);  



   
// Uncaught Exception  
demo (-3);  
?>  
Output: 
 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 Exception CaughtNumber is zero. 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Before try block 

 Inside try block 

 After catch (will be always executed) 

 Exception: Uncaught Exception occurred 

PHP Cookie 

PHP cookie is a small piece of information which is stored at client browser. 
It is used to recognize the user.  

Cookie is created at server side and saved to client browser. Each time 
when client sends request to the server, cookie is embedded with request. 
Such way, cookie can be received at the server side. 

 

In short, cookie can be created, sent and received at server end. 



Note: PHP Cookie must be used before <html> tag. 

PHP setcookie() function 

PHP setcookie() function is used to set cookie with HTTP response. Once 
cookie is set, you can access it by $_COOKIE superglobal variable. 

Syntax 

bool setcookie ( string $name [, string $value [, int $expire = 0 [, string $pat
h [, string $domain [, bool $secure = false [, bool $httponly = false ]]]]]] )   

Example 

1. setcookie("CookieName", "CookieValue");/* defining name and value only*
/   

2. setcookie("CookieName", "CookieValue", time()+1*60*60);//using expiry i
n 1 hour(1*60*60 seconds or 3600 seconds)   

3. setcookie("CookieName", "CookieValue", time()+1*60*60, "/mypath/", "my
domain.com", 1);   

PHP $_COOKIE 

PHP $_COOKIE superglobal variable is used to get cookie. 

Example 

$value=$_COOKIE["CookieName"];//returns cookie value   

 

PHP Cookie Example 

File: cookie1.php  

1. <?php   

2. setcookie("user", "Sonoo");   

3. ?>   

4. <html>   



5. <body>   

6. <?php   

7. if(!isset($_COOKIE["user"])) {   

8.     echo "Sorry, cookie is not found!";   

9. } else {   

10.     echo "<br/>Cookie Value: " . $_COOKIE["user"];   

11. }   

12. ?>   

13. </body>   

14. </html>   

Output: 

Sorry, cookie is not found!  

Firstly cookie is not set. But, if you refresh the page, you will see cookie is set now. 

Output: 

Cookie Value: Sonoo 

PHP Delete Cookie 

If you set the expiration date in past, cookie will be deleted. 

File: cookie1.php  

1. <?php   

2. setcookie ("CookieName", "", time() - 3600);// set the expiration date to one hour ago   

3. ?>   

 

PHP Session 

PHP session is used to store and pass information from one page to another 
temporarily (until user close the website). 

PHP session technique is widely used in shopping websites where we need 
to store and pass cart information e.g. username, product code, product 
name, product price etc from one page to another.  



PHP session creates unique user id for each browser to recognize the user 
and avoid conflict between multiple browsers. 

 

PHP session_start() function 

PHP session_start() function is used to start the session. It starts a new or 
resumes existing session. It returns existing session if session is created 
already. If session is not available, it creates and returns new session. 

Syntax 

bool session_start ( void )   

Example 

session_start();   

 

PHP $_SESSION 

PHP $_SESSION is an associative array that contains all session variables. It 
is used to set and get session variable values. 

Example: Store information 

$_SESSION["user"] = "Sachin";   



Example: Get information 

echo $_SESSION["user"];   

PHP Session Example  

File: session1.php  

1. <?php   

2. session_start();   

3. ?>   

4. <html>   

5. <body>   

6. <?php   

7. $_SESSION["user"] = "Sachin";   

8. echo "Session information are set successfully.<br/>";   

9. ?>   

10. <a href="session2.php">Visit next page</a>   

11. </body>   

12. </html>   

File: session2.php  

1. <?php   

2. session_start();   

3. ?>   

4. <html>   

5. <body>   

6. <?php   

7. echo "User is: ".$_SESSION["user"];   

8. ?>   

9. </body>   

10. </html>   

PHP Session Counter Example 

File: sessioncounter.php  

1. <?php   

2.    session_start();   

3.    

4.    if (!isset($_SESSION['counter'])) {   

5.       $_SESSION['counter'] = 1;   

6.    } else {   



7.       $_SESSION['counter']++;   

8.    }   

9.    echo ("Page Views: ".$_SESSION['counter']);   

10. ?>   

PHP Destroying Session 

PHP session_destroy() function is used to destroy all session variables 
completely. 

File: session3.php  

1. <?php   

2. session_start();   

3. session_destroy();   

4. ?>   
 

  



UNIT-4 

PHP | MySQL Database Introduction 

What is Database? 

A database is an organized collection of data, so that it can be easily 
accessed and managed. 

You can organize data into tables, rows, columns, and index it to make it 
easier to find relevant information. 

Database handlers create a database in such a way that only one set of 
software program provides access of data to all the users.  

The main purpose of the database is to operate a large amount of 
information by storing, retrieving, and managing data.  

There are many dynamic websites on the World Wide Web nowadays 
which are handled through databases. For example, a model that checks the 
availability of rooms in a hotel. It is an example of a dynamic website that 
uses a database.  

There are many databases available like MySQL, Sybase, Oracle, 
MongoDB, Informix, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, etc.  

What is MySQL? 

MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS). 

It is the most popular database system used with PHP. MySQL is developed, 

distributed, and supported by Oracle Corporation. 

 The data in a MySQL database are stored in tables which consists of 
columns and rows. 

 MySQL is a database system that runs on a server. 
 MySQL is ideal for both small and large applications. 
 MySQL is very fast, reliable, and easy to use database system.It uses 

standard SQL 
 MySQL compiles on a number of platforms. 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/structured-query-language/


How to install MySQL 

Download MySQL 
Follow these steps: 

o Go to MySQL official website http://www.mysql.com/downloads/  

o Choose the version number for MySQL community server which you 
want.  

Installing MySQL on Windows 

Your downloaded MySQL is neatly packaged with an installer. Download 
the installer package, unzip it anywhere and run setup.exe. 

By default, this process will install everything under C:\mysql. 

Verify MySQL installation 

Once MySQL has been successfully installed, the base tables have been 
initialized, and the server has been started, you can verify its working via 
some simple tests. 

Open your MySQL Command Line Client, it should be appeared with a 
mysql> prompt. If you have set any password, write your password here. 
Now, you are connected to the MySQL server and you can execute all the 
SQL command at mysql> prompt as follows: 

 

https://www.javatpoint.com/mysql-tutorial
https://www.javatpoint.com/sql-tutorial


How to connect PHP with MySQL Database? 

PHP 5 and later can work with a MySQL database using: 

1. MySQLi extension. 
2. PDO (PHP Data Objects). 

Difference Between MySQLi and PDO 

 PDO works on 12 different database systems, whereas MySQLi works 
only with MySQL databases. 

 Both PDO and MySQLi are object-oriented, but MySQLi also offers a 
procedural API. 

 If at some point of development phase, the user or the development 
team wants to change the database then it is easy to that in PDO than 
MySQLi as PDO supports 12 different database systems.He would have 
to only change the connection string and a few queries. With MySQLi,he 
will need to rewrite the entire code including the queries. 

There are three ways of working with MySQl and PHP 

1. MySQLi (object-oriented) 
2. MySQLi (procedural) 
3. PDO 

Connecting to MySQL database using PHP 

PHP MySQL Connect 

Since PHP 5.5, mysql_connect() extension is deprecated. Now it is 
recommended to use one of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_connect() 

o PDO::__construct() 

PHP mysqli_connect() 

PHP mysqli_connect() function is used to connect with MySQL database. 
It returns resource if connection is established or null. 

Syntax  

resource mysqli_connect (server, username, password)   

 



PHP mysqli_close() 

PHP mysqli_close() function is used to disconnect with MySQL database. It 
returns true if connection is closed or false. 

Syntax  

bool mysqli_close(resource $resource_link)   

PHP MySQL Connect Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass);   

6. if(! $conn )   

7. {   

8.   die('Could not connect: ' . mysqli_error());   

9. }   

10. echo 'Connected successfully';   

11. mysqli_close($conn);   

12. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

PHP MySQL Create Database 

Since PHP 4.3, mysql_create_db() function is deprecated. Now it is 
recommended to use one of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

PHP MySQLi Create Database Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   



4. $pass = '';   

5. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass);   

6. if(! $conn )   

7. {   

8.   die('Could not connect: ' . mysqli_connect_error());   

9. }   

10. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   

11.    

12. $sql = 'CREATE Database mydb';   

13. if(mysqli_query( $conn,$sql)){   

14.   echo "Database mydb created successfully.";   

15. }else{   

16. echo "Sorry, database creation failed ".mysqli_error($conn);   

17. }   

18. mysqli_close($conn);   

19. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

Database mydb created successfully. 

PHP MySQL Create Table 

PHP mysql_query() function is used to create table. Since PHP 5.5, 
mysql_query() function is deprecated. Now it is recommended to use one 
of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

PHP MySQLi Create Table Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $dbname = 'test';   

6.    

7. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass,$dbname);   

8. if(!$conn){   



9.   die('Could not connect: '.mysqli_connect_error());   

10. }   

11. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   

12.    

13. $sql = "create table emp5(id INT AUTO_INCREMENT,name VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,   

14. emp_salary INT NOT NULL,primary key (id))";   

15. if(mysqli_query($conn, $sql)){   

16.  echo "Table emp5 created successfully";   

17. }else{   

18. echo "Could not create table: ". mysqli_error($conn);   

19. }   

20.    

21. mysqli_close($conn);   

22. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

Table emp5 created successfully 

PHP MySQL Insert Record 

PHP mysql_query() function is used to insert record in a table. Since PHP 
5.5, mysql_query() function is deprecated. Now it is recommended to use 
one of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

PHP MySQLi Insert Record Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $dbname = 'test';   

6.    

7. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass,$dbname);   

8. if(!$conn){   

9.   die('Could not connect: '.mysqli_connect_error());   

10. }   

11. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   



12.    

13. $sql = 'INSERT INTO emp4(name,salary) VALUES ("sonoo", 9000)';   

14. if(mysqli_query($conn, $sql)){   

15.  echo "Record inserted successfully";   

16. }else{   

17. echo "Could not insert record: ". mysqli_error($conn);   

18. }   

19.    

20. mysqli_close($conn);   

21. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

Record inserted successfully 

PHP MySQL Update Record 

PHP mysql_query() function is used to update record in a table. Since PHP 
5.5, mysql_query() function is deprecated. Now it is recommended to use 
one of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

PHP MySQLi Update Record Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $dbname = 'test';   

6.    

7. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass,$dbname);   

8. if(!$conn){   

9.   die('Could not connect: '.mysqli_connect_error());   

10. }   

11. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   

12.    

13. $id=2;   

14. $name="Rahul";   



15. $salary=80000;   

16. $sql = "update emp4 set name=\"$name\", salary=$salary where id=$id";   

17. if(mysqli_query($conn, $sql)){   

18.  echo "Record updated successfully";   

19. }else{   

20. echo "Could not update record: ". mysqli_error($conn);   

21. }   

22.    

23. mysqli_close($conn);   

24. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

Record updated successfully 

PHP MySQL Delete Record 

PHP mysql_query() function is used to delete record in a table. Since PHP 
5.5, mysql_query() function is deprecated. Now it is recommended to use 
one of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

PHP MySQLi Delete Record Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $dbname = 'test';   

6.    

7. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass,$dbname);   

8. if(!$conn){   

9.   die('Could not connect: '.mysqli_connect_error());   

10. }   

11. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   

12.    

13. $id=2;   

14. $sql = "delete from emp4 where id=$id";   



15. if(mysqli_query($conn, $sql)){   

16.  echo "Record deleted successfully";   

17. }else{   

18. echo "Could not deleted record: ". mysqli_error($conn);   

19. }   

20.    

21. mysqli_close($conn);   

22. ?>   

Output: 

Connected successfully 

Record deleted successfully 

PHP MySQL Select Query 

PHP mysql_query() function is used to execute select query. Since PHP 5.5, 
mysql_query() function is deprecated. Now it is recommended to use one 
of the 2 alternatives. 

o mysqli_query() 

o PDO::__query() 

There are two other MySQLi functions used in select query. 

o mysqli_num_rows(mysqli_result $result): returns number of rows. 

o mysqli_fetch_assoc(mysqli_result $result): returns row as an 
associative array. Each key of the array represents the column name 
of the table. It return NULL if there are no more rows. 

PHP MySQLi Select Query Example 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. $host = 'localhost:3306';   

3. $user = 'root';   

4. $pass = '';   

5. $dbname = 'test';   

6. $conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $pass,$dbname);   

7. if(!$conn){   

8.   die('Could not connect: '.mysqli_connect_error());   

9. }   



10. echo 'Connected successfully<br/>';   

11.    

12. $sql = 'SELECT * FROM emp4';   

13. $retval=mysqli_query($conn, $sql);   

14.    

15. if(mysqli_num_rows($retval) > 0){   

16.  while($row = mysqli_fetch_assoc($retval)){   

17.     echo "EMP ID :{$row['id']}  <br> ".   

18.          "EMP NAME : {$row['name']} <br> ".   

19.          "EMP SALARY : {$row['salary']} <br> ".   

20.          "--------------------------------<br>";   

21.  } //end of while   

22. }else{   

23. echo "0 results";   

24. }   

25. mysqli_close($conn);   

26. ?>   
Output: 

Connected successfully 

EMP ID :1  

EMP NAME : ratan  

EMP SALARY : 9000  

-------------------------------- 

EMP ID :2  

EMP NAME : karan  

EMP SALARY : 40000  

-------------------------------- 

EMP ID :3  

EMP NAME : jai  

EMP SALARY : 90000  

-------------------------------- 

 

  



UNIT-5 

PHP Include File 

PHP allows you to include file so that a page content can be reused many 
times. There are two ways to include file in PHP. 

1. include 

2. require 

Advantage 

Code Reusability: By the help of include and require construct, we can 
reuse HTML code or PHP script in many PHP scripts. 

PHP include example 

PHP include is used to include file on the basis of given path. You may use 
relative or absolute path of the file. Let's see a simple PHP include example. 

File: menu.html  

1. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com">Home</a> |    

2. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/php-tutorial">PHP</a> |    

3. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/java-tutorial">Java</a> |     

4. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/html-tutorial">HTML</a>   

File: include1.php  

1. <?php include("menu.html"); ?>   

2. <h1>This is Main Page</h1>   

Output: 

Home | PHP | Java | HTML  

This is Main Page 

PHP require example 

PHP require is similar to include. Let's see a simple PHP require example. 

http://www.javatpoint.com/
http://www.javatpoint.com/php-tutorial
http://www.javatpoint.com/java-tutorial
http://www.javatpoint.com/html-tutorial


File: menu.html  

1. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com">Home</a> |    

2. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/php-tutorial">PHP</a> |    

3. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/java-tutorial">Java</a> |     

4. <a href="http://www.javatpoint.com/html-tutorial">HTML</a>   

File: require1.php   

1. <?php require("menu.html"); ?>   

2. <h1>This is Main Page</h1>   

Output: 

Home | PHP | Java | HTML  

This is Main Page 

PHP include vs PHP require 

If file is missing or inclusion fails, include allows the script to continue but 
require halts the script producing a fatal E_COMPILE_ERROR level error. 

PHP File Upload 

PHP allows you to upload single and multiple files through few lines of code 
only. 

PHP file upload features allows you to upload binary and text files both. 
Moreover, you can have the full control over the file to be uploaded through 
PHP authentication and file operation functions. 

PHP $_FILES 

The PHP global $_FILES contains all the information of file. By the help of 
$_FILES global, we can get file name, file type, file size, temp file name and 
errors associated with file. 

Here, we are assuming that file name is filename. 

http://www.javatpoint.com/
http://www.javatpoint.com/php-tutorial
http://www.javatpoint.com/java-tutorial
http://www.javatpoint.com/html-tutorial


$_FILES['filename']['name'] 

returns file name. 

$_FILES['filename']['type'] 

returns MIME type of the file. 

$_FILES['filename']['size'] 

returns size of the file (in bytes). 

$_FILES['filename']['tmp_name'] 

returns temporary file name of the file which was stored on the server. 

$_FILES['filename']['error'] 

returns error code associated with this file. 

move_uploaded_file() function 

The move_uploaded_file() function moves the uploaded file to a new location. 
The move_uploaded_file() function checks internally if the file is uploaded 
thorough the POST request. It moves the file if it is uploaded through the POST 
request. 

Syntax 

bool move_uploaded_file ( string $filename , string $destination )   

PHP File Upload Example 

File: uploadform.html  

1. <form action="uploader.php" method="post" enctype="multipart/form-data">   

2.     Select File:   

3.     <input type="file" name="fileToUpload"/>   

4.     <input type="submit" value="Upload Image" name="submit"/>   

5. </form>   

 



File: uploader.php  

1. <?php   

2. $target_path = "e:/";   

3. $target_path = $target_path.basename( $_FILES['fileToUpload']['name']);    

4.    

5. if(move_uploaded_file($_FILES['fileToUpload']['tmp_name'], $target_path)) {   

6.     echo "File uploaded successfully!";   

7. } else{   

8.     echo "Sorry, file not uploaded, please try again!";   

9. }   

10. ?>   

PHP | php.ini File Configuration 

At the time of PHP installation, php.ini is a special file provided as a default 

configuration file. It’s very essential configuration file which controls, what a 

user can or cannot do with the website. Each time PHP is initialized, the 

php.ini file is read by the system. Sometimes you need to change the behavior 

of PHP at runtime, then this configuration file is to use. 

All the settings related to register global variables, upload maximum size, 

display log errors, resource limits, the maximum time to execute a PHP script 

and others are written in a file as a set of directives which helps in declaring 

changes. 

Note: Whenever some changes are performed in the file, you need to restart 

our web server. 

It helps in easy administration of web server using these configuration files. 
We can also write our own custom configuration files. 

To check file path use the following program: 

  

<?php  echo phpinfo(); ?>  

Note: Keys in the file are case-sensitive, keyword values are not spaces and 
lines starting with a semicolon are ignored. The file is well commented. The 
Boolean values are represented by On/Off, 1/0, True/False, Yes/No. 



The file contains a set of directives with a set of respective values assigned to 
it. The values can be string, a number, a PHP constant, INI constants, or an 
expression, a quoted string or a reference to a previously set variable. 
Expression in the INI file is limited to bitwise operators or parentheses. 
Settings with a particular hostname will work under that particular host only. 

Environment variables of php.ini file: 

 memory_limit: This setting is done to show the maximum amount of 
memory a script consumes. 

Important settings or common parameters of the php.ini file: 

 enable_safe_mode = on Its default setting to ON whenever PHP is 
compiled. Safe mode is most relevant to CGI use. 

 register_globals = on its default setting to ON which tells that the 
contents of EGPCS (Environment, GET, POST, Cookie, Server) variables 
are registered as global variables. But due to a security risk, the user has 
to ensure if it set to OFF for all scripts. 

 upload_max_filesize This setting is for the maximum allowed size for 
uploaded files in the scripts. 

 upload_tmp_dir = [DIR] Don’t uncomment this setting. 
 post_max_size This setting is for the maximum allowed size of POST 

data that PHP will accept. 
 display_errors = off This setting will not allow showing errors while 

running PHP project in the specified host. 
 error_reporting = E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE: This setting has default values 

as E_ALL and ~E_NOTICE which shows all errors except notices. 
 error_prepend_string = [“”] This setting allow you to make different 

color of messages. 
 max_execution_time = 30 Maximum execution time is set to seconds 

for any script to limit the time in production servers. 
 short_open_tags = Off To use XML functions, we have to set this option 

as off. 
 session.save-handler = files You don’t need to change anything in this 

setting. 
 variables_order = EGPCS This setting is done to set the order of 

variables as Environment, GET, POST, COOKIE, SERVER. The developer 
can change the order as per the need also. 

 warn_plus_overloading = Off This setting issues a warning if + used 
with strings in a form of value. 



 gpc_order = GPC This setting has been GPC Deprecated. 
 magic_quotes_gpc = on This setting is done in case of many forms are 

used which submits to themselves or others and display form values. 
 magic_quotes_runtime = Off If magic_quotes_sybase is set to On, this 

must be Off, this setting escape quotes. 
 magic_quotes_sybase = Off If this setting is set to off it should be off, 

this setting escape quotes. 
 auto-prepend-file = [filepath] This setting is done when we need to 

automatically include() it at the beginning of every PHP file.  
 auto-append-file = [filepath] This setting is done when we need to 

automatically include() it at the end of every PHP file. 
 include_path = [DIR] This setting is done when we need to require files 

from the specified directories. Multiple directories are set using colons. 
 ignore_user_abort = [On/Off] This settings control what will happen 

when the user click any stop button. The default value is on this setting 
doesn’t work on CGI mode it works on only module mode. 

 doc_root = [DIR] This setting is done if we want to apply PHP to a 
portion of our website. 

 file_uploads = [on/off] This flag is set to ON if file uploads are included 
in the PHP code. 

 mysql.default_host = hostname This setting is done to connect to 
MySQL default server if no other server host is mentioned. 

 mysql.default_user = username This setting is done to connect MySQL 
default username, if no other name is mentioned. 

 mysql.default_password = password This setting is done to connect 
MySQL default password if no other password is mentioned. 

Configuration of php.ini file: Whenever we install PHP, we can locate the 
configuration file inside the PHP folder. If using xampp, we can find the 
configuration file in one or many versions, inside the path ‘\xampp\php’. 

Object Oriented Concepts 

 Class − This is a programmer-defined data type, which includes local 
functions as well as local data. You can think of a class as a template for 
making many instances of the same kind (or class) of object. 

 Object − An individual instance of the data structure defined by a class. 
You define a class once and then make many objects that belong to it. 
Objects are also known as instance. 



 Member Variable − These are the variables defined inside a class. This 
data will be invisible to the outside of the class and can be accessed via 
member functions. These variables are called attribute of the object 
once an object is created. 

 Member function − These are the function defined inside a class and 
are used to access object data. 

 Inheritance − When a class is defined by inheriting existing function of 
a parent class then it is called inheritance. Here child class will inherit 
all or few member functions and variables of a parent class. 

 Parent class − A class that is inherited from by another class. This is 
also called a base class or super class. 

 Child Class − A class that inherits from another class. This is also called 
a subclass or derived class. 

 Polymorphism − This is an object oriented concept where same 
function can be used for different purposes. For example function name 
will remain same but it take different number of arguments and can do 
different task. 

 Overloading − a type of polymorphism in which some or all of 
operators have different implementations depending on the types of 
their arguments. Similarly functions can also be overloaded with 
different implementation. 

 Data Abstraction − Any representation of data in which the 
implementation details are hidden (abstracted). 

 Encapsulation − refers to a concept where we encapsulate all the data 
and member functions together to form an object. 

 Constructor − refers to a special type of function which will be called 
automatically whenever there is an object formation from a class. 

 Destructor − refers to a special type of function which will be called 
automatically whenever an object is deleted or goes out of scope. 

Syntax to Create Class in PHP 
1. <?php   

2. class MyClass   

3.     {   

4.         // Class properties and methods go here   



5.     }   

6. ?>   

Important note: 

In PHP, to see the contents of the class, use var_dump(). The var_dump() 
function is used to display the structured information (type and value) 
about one or more variables. 

Syntax: 
var_dump($obj);   

Object: 
A class defines an individual instance of the data structure. We define a 
class once and then make many objects that belong to it. Objects are also 
known as an instance. An object is something that can perform a set of 
related activities. 

Syntax: 
1. <?php   

2. class MyClass   

3. {   

4.         // Class properties and methods go here   

5. }   

6. $obj = new MyClass;   

7. var_dump($obj);   

8. ?>   

Example: 
<?php   

class demo   

{   

        private $a= "hello javatpoint";   

        public function display()   

        {   

        echo $this->a;   

        }   

}   

$obj = new demo();   

    $obj->display();   

    var_dump($obj);   

?>   



Calling Member Functions 

After creating your objects, you will be able to call member functions related 
to that object. One member function will be able to process member variable 
of related object only. 

Following example shows how to set title and prices for the three books by 
calling member functions. 

$physics->setTitle( "Physics for High School" ); 
$chemistry->setTitle( "Advanced Chemistry" ); 
$maths->setTitle( "Algebra" ); 
 
$physics->setPrice( 10 ); 
$chemistry->setPrice( 15 ); 
$maths->setPrice( 7 ); 

Now you call another member functions to get the values set by in above 
example − 

$physics->getTitle(); 
$chemistry->getTitle(); 
$maths->getTitle(); 
$physics->getPrice(); 
$chemistry->getPrice(); 
$maths->getPrice(); 

This will produce the following result − 

Physics for High School 
Advanced Chemistry 
Algebra 
10 
15 
7 

Constructor Functions 

Constructor Functions are special type of functions which are called 
automatically whenever an object is created. So we take full advantage of this 
behaviour, by initializing many things through constructor functions. 

PHP provides a special function called __construct() to define a constructor. 
You can pass as many as arguments you like into the constructor function. 

Following example will create one constructor for Books class and it will 
initialize price and title for the book at the time of object creation. 



function __construct( $par1, $par2 ) { 
   $this->title = $par1; 
   $this->price = $par2; 
} 

Now we don't need to call set function separately to set price and title. We 
can initialize these two member variables at the time of object creation only. 
Check following example below − 

$physics = new Books( "Physics for High School", 10 ); 
$maths = new Books ( "Advanced Chemistry", 15 ); 
$chemistry = new Books ("Algebra", 7 ); 
 
/* Get those set values */ 
$physics->getTitle(); 
$chemistry->getTitle(); 
$maths->getTitle(); 
 
$physics->getPrice(); 
$chemistry->getPrice(); 
$maths->getPrice(); 

This will produce the following result − 

  Physics for High School 
  Advanced Chemistry 
  Algebra 
  10 
  15 
  7 

Destructor 

Like a constructor function you can define a destructor function using 
function __destruct(). You can release all the resources with-in a destructor. 

Inheritance 

PHP class definitions can optionally inherit from a parent class definition by 
using the extends clause. The syntax is as follows − 

class Child extends Parent { 
   <definition body> 
} 

The effect of inheritance is that the child class (or subclass or derived class) 
has the following characteristics − 



 Automatically has all the member variable declarations of the parent 
class. 

 Automatically has all the same member functions as the parent, which 
(by default) will work the same way as those functions do in the parent. 

Following example inherit Books class and adds more functionality based on 
the requirement. 

class Novel extends Books { 
   var $publisher; 
    
   function setPublisher($par){ 
      $this->publisher = $par; 
   } 
    
   function getPublisher(){ 
      echo $this->publisher. "<br />"; 
   } 
} 

Now apart from inherited functions, class Novel keeps two additional 
member functions. 

Function Overriding 

Function definitions in child classes override definitions with the same name 
in parent classes. In a child class, we can modify the definition of a function 
inherited from parent class. 

In the following example getPrice and getTitle functions are overridden to 
return some values. 

function getPrice() { 
   echo $this->price . "<br/>"; 
   return $this->price; 
} 
    
function getTitle(){ 
   echo $this->title . "<br/>"; 
   return $this->title; 
} 



 

Access Specifiers in PHP 

There are 3 types of Access Specifiers available in PHP, Public, Private and 
Protected. 

Public - class members with this access modifier will be publicly accessible 
from anywhere, even from outside the scope of the class. 

Private - class members with this keyword will be accessed within the class 
itself. It protects members from outside class access with the reference of the 
class instance. 

Protected - same as private, except by allowing subclasses to access 
protected superclass members. 

EXAMPLE 1: Public 

1. <?php   

2. class demo   

3. {   

4. public $name="Ajeet";   

5. functiondisp()   

6. {   

7. echo $this->name."<br/>";   

8. }   

9. }   

10. class child extends demo   

11. {   

12. function show()   

13. {   

14. echo $this->name;   

15. }   

16. }      

17. $obj= new child;   

18. echo $obj->name."<br/>";      

19. $obj->disp();   

20. $obj->show();   

21. ?>   



Output: 

Ajeet 

Ajeet 

Ajeet 

EXAMPLE 2: Private 

1. <?php   

2. classJavatpoint   

3. {   

4. private $name="Sonoo";   

5. private function show()   

6. {   

7. echo "This is private method of parent class";   

8. }   

9. }      

10. class child extends Javatpoint   

11. {   

12. function show1()   

13. {   

14. echo $this->name;   

15. }   

16. }      

17. $obj= new child;   

18. $obj->show();   

19. $obj->show1();   

20. ?>   
Output: 
Fatal Error 

EXAMPLE 3: Protected 

1. <?php   

2. classJavatpoint   

3. {   

4. protected $x=500;   

5. protected $y=100;   

6.     function add()   

7. {   

8. echo $sum=$this->x+$this->y."<br/>";   

9. }   



10.     }      

11. class child extends Javatpoint   

12. {   

13. function sub()   

14. {   

15. echo $sub=$this->x-$this->y."<br/>";   

16. }   

17.    

18. }      

19. $obj= new child;   

20. $obj->add();   

21. $obj->sub();   

22.    

23. ?>   
Output: 
600 
400 

Interfaces 

Interfaces are defined to provide a common function names to the 
implementers. Different implementors can implement those interfaces 
according to their requirements. You can say, interfaces are skeletons which 
are implemented by developers. 

As of PHP5, it is possible to define an interface, like this − 

interface Mail { 
   public function sendMail(); 
} 

Then, if another class implemented that interface, like this − 

class Report implements Mail { 
   // sendMail() Definition goes here 
} 

Constants 

A constant is somewhat like a variable, in that it holds a value, but is really 
more like a function because a constant is immutable. Once you declare a 
constant, it does not change. 

Declaring one constant is easy, as is done in this version of MyClass − 

class MyClass { 



   const requiredMargin = 1.7; 
    
   function __construct($incomingValue) { 
      // Statements here run every time 
      // an instance of the class 
      // is created. 
   } 
} 

In this class, requiredMargin is a constant. It is declared with the keyword 
const, and under no circumstances can it be changed to anything other than 
1.7. Note that the constant's name does not have a leading $, as variable 
names do. 

Abstract Classes 

An abstract class is one that cannot be instantiated, only inherited. You 
declare an abstract class with the keyword abstract, like this − 

When inheriting from an abstract class, all methods marked abstract in the 
parent's class declaration must be defined by the child; additionally, these 
methods must be defined with the same visibility. 

abstract class MyAbstractClass { 

   abstract function myAbstractFunction() { 

   } 

} 

Note that function definitions inside an abstract class must also be preceded 
by the keyword abstract. It is not legal to have abstract function definitions 
inside a non-abstract class. 

Static Keyword 

Declaring class members or methods as static makes them accessible without 
needing an instantiation of the class. A member declared as static can not be 
accessed with an instantiated class object (though a static method can). 

<?php 
   class Foo { 
      public static $my_static = 'foo'; 
       
      public function staticValue() { 
         return self::$my_static; 
      } 
   } 



  
   print Foo::$my_static . "\n"; 
   $foo = new Foo(); 
    
   print $foo->staticValue() . "\n"; 
?>  

Final Keyword 

PHP 5 introduces the final keyword, which prevents child classes from 
overriding a method by prefixing the definition with final. If the class itself is 
being defined final then it cannot be extended. 

Following example results in Fatal error: Cannot override final method 
BaseClass::moreTesting() 

<?php 
 
   class BaseClass { 
      public function test() { 
         echo "BaseClass::test() called<br>"; 
      } 
       
      final public function moreTesting() { 
         echo "BaseClass::moreTesting() called<br>"; 
      } 
   } 
    
   class ChildClass extends BaseClass { 
      public function moreTesting() { 
         echo "ChildClass::moreTesting() called<br>"; 
      } 
   } 
?> 

Calling parent constructors 

Instead of writing an entirely new constructor for the subclass, let's write it 
by calling the parent's constructor explicitly and then doing whatever is 
necessary in addition for instantiation of the subclass. Here's a simple 
example − 

class Name { 
   var $_firstName; 
   var $_lastName; 



    
   function Name($first_name, $last_name) { 
      $this->_firstName = $first_name; 
      $this->_lastName = $last_name; 
   } 
    
   function toString() { 
      return($this->_lastName .", " .$this->_firstName); 
   } 
} 
class NameSub1 extends Name { 
   var $_middleInitial; 
    
   function NameSub1($first_name, $middle_initial, $last_name) { 
      Name::Name($first_name, $last_name); 
      $this->_middleInitial = $middle_initial; 
   } 
    
   function toString() { 
      return(Name::toString() . " " . $this->_middleInitial); 
   } 
} 

Difference between Abstract class and Interfaces. 

Abstract class:  

o Abstract class comes under partial abstraction. 

o Abstract classes can maintain abstract methods and non abstract methods. 

o In abstract classes, we can create the variables. 

o In abstract classes, we can use any access specifier. 

o By using 'extends' keyword we can access the abstract class features from 

derived class. 

o Multiple inheritance is not possible. 

Interface: 

o Interface comes under fully abstraction. 

o Interfaces can maintain only abstract methods. 

o In interfaces, we can't create the variables. 

o In interface, we can use only public access specifier. 

o By using 'implement' keyword we can get interface from derived class. 

o By using interfaces multiple inheritance is possible. 

 


